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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY OCTOBER 4, 1907.

VOL. 44.
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Shown in

Lumber, 1906, $10,600; 1907, none,
an increase of $10,600.
Mechanics' tools, 1906, $2,950; 1907,
$3,772, an increase of $822.
1907,
Honey bees, 1906, $1,876;
$1,331, a decrease of $345.
Notes and accounts, 1906, $21,847;
1907, $11,510, a decrease of $10,337.
Engines, 1906, $5,285; 1907, none,
a decrease of $5,285.
Machines, 1906, $3,055; 1907, none,
a decrease of $3,055.

Printing plants, 190G, $1,350;
increase of $850.

1907,

1907, $201,455.
Subject to
$3,851,-080- .
1907,
taxation, 1906, $3,422,250; Net gain $428,830.
$163,985;

Biggest Individual Advance
is in Valuation of Agricultural Lands.
TESTIMONY MOSTLY
DOCUMENTARY
Appended herewith is an abstract of
the tax rolls of Chaves county, giving
a comparison of the assessed valuation of the several classified items of
taxable property in 190C and 1907
The total assessed valuation of all
taxable property in tho county this
year is 14,052,535, as compared with
$3,586,235 last year, and a net gain is
shown during the twelve months of
$428,830.
That Chaves county has
been the mecca of many new settlers
during the past year and Is developing
Into a farming section is Indicated by
the great advance in the assessment
of agricultural lands. The largest individual gain of any one classification
is shown In this item which represents
an advance over last year of $283,370.
Agricultural lands were assessed In

190G at $029,590, While In 1907 they art
listed at $912,972. Naturally there has
been a falling off in the valuation of
.grazing lands owing to the circumscribing of the ranges by the land
hungry homeseeker. It will be noticed
by a perusal of. the comparative
abstract 'that Increases are shown in
most of the items listed, and in some
instances where decreases are noticeable the property has been reclassified. As evidence of general prosperous conditions there are increases in
the valuation of livestock.vehlcles and
farming implements of various kinds,
amount of money invested in merchandise and manufacturing, and also in
the number of shares of bank stock.
What few actual decreases occur are

very small

homes

NAVIGATION

'..

The regular county tax levy for this
year has been placed at 26.4 mills.
Special levies for the support and
maintenance of the public schools are
variously from 3 to 17.5 mills.
"
The following Is a comparative
statement of the tax assessments on
between
the different classifications
1906 and 1907 as shown by the abstract filed in the office of Traveling
Auditor Charles V. Safford:

Agricultural lands 1906, $629,596;
increase of $283,376.

1907, $912,972, an

Grazing lands, 1906, $353,015, 1907,
a decrease of $81,100.
City or town lots, 1906, $833,614;
1907, $918,951, an increase of $85,-33-

$27L915,

Electric light plants, 1906, $3,160;
an increase of $1,190.
telephone lines,
Telegraph and
1906, $9,773; 1907, $10,853, an increase

Case No. 4,300 County Commissioners
Versus Max. Frost Progressing Slowly.
Case No. 4300, the County of Santa Fe versus Max. Frost substituted
for tho Santa Fe Water and Light
Company, was before the district
court of this county last evening and
today, Judge Ira a. aoooix presiunig.
The following jury was empanelled:
Abran Archuleta,
Sixto Sanchez,
Ambrosio Medina, Encarnacion Sala-zar- ,
Feliclano Sena, Bernardo Chaves,
Margarlto Chavos, Emllio Ortiz, Luis
Moya, Ramos Velarde, Romulo Ortega, and Vidal Trujillo.
Tim inuHmnnv so far adduced was
almostly documentary and consisted
of
district
the
books
record
so of the
court of the County of Santa Fe, of
u.r
the proceedings or me uoaru ui
eslntinrs of Santa Fe county
and of the Santa Fe Water and Light
and the
Company. It is conflicting
,n) v vornrria so far have not shown
that the claim as transferred to Colo s
nel Frost and upon wnicn iwo juug-mentwere obtained heretofore and
v,
by
mu vninntiirilv
Colonel Frost for the purpose of a
full investigation, nave nuen heiwcu.
T.ncf voninc one R. H. Hanna en
deavored to "butt in" in the case as
a sort of acting assistant extraordinary legal adviser. District Attorney
Gortner did not take mncuy io uu
n. Renchan objected
fel
very seriously, insisting that the
low had no business mere aim snuum
It
Vrt norm iupiI to air himself.
AtDistrict
'.hat
was
thought
Rene-hatorney Gortner and Attorney
for
case
the
conduct
to
were able
n

the respective parties interested and
acting assistant
hence the would-btook his
adviser
legal
extraordinary
departure.
This afternoon Chairman I. bparKSlwmrri of county commissiont
on the stand. At this writing
was
ers
un
it does not look probable mat
tms
finished
eveuiug.
be
case will
e

SUICIDES ON
GRAVE OF WIFE

1907, $4,350,

Ex-Chi-

of Police of Leadville,

rado, Did Not Care to Live

Colo-

After

Helpmeet's Death.
of $1,080.
1907,
1906, $323,395;
Railroads,
Oct. 4. Robert
$346,135, an increase of $22,740.
Leadville. Colo..
Flouring mills, 1906, $300; 1907, Cunningham, aged 52 years, formerly
ana oi
pone, a decrease of $300.
police captain of this city,
Horses, 1906, $88,737; 1907, $109,-40- latfi connected with the detective de
an increase of $20,670.
partment of the Denver and Rio Gran
1907,
$18,190,
$16,388;
1906,
de Railroad, was found ueaa toaay on
Mules,
thA crave of his wife in a local ceme
an increase of $1,802.
been shot through the
,
Cattle, 1906, $597,003; 1907, $653,-481- tery. He had
pointing to smciae.
head,
everything
of
an increase
$56,478.
Ho
been
had
subject to fits of despond
Sheep, 1906, $204,981, 1907, $203,-633- ,'
wife's death three
his
since
ency
a decrease of $1,348.
the coai siriKe
Goats, 1906, $3,490; 1907, $5,960, years ago. During
the Colorado
with
was
Cunningham
an increase of $2,470.
in southern
Iron
and
Fuel
Company
a
Swine, 1906, $6,340; 1907, $3,679,
Colorado.
decrease of $2,661.
Burros, 1906, $456; 1907, $382, a
decrease of $74.
MOFFATT WAS
;
Carriages and wagons, 1906,
ONLY BLUFFING
1907, $36,062, an lncreasa of
$30,-297-

$5,-76-

Grand Jury Reports That Standard

Oil

Sewing machines, 1906, $5,893; 1907,
Official Could Not Prove His
$5,494, a decrease of $399.
Assertions.
Saddles and harness, 1906, $10,187;
of
decrease
$826.
a
1907, $9,361,
Merchandise, 1906, $183,080; 1907,
Chicago. Oct. .1 The special grand
$205,857, an increase of $22,777.
jury retained by Judge Landis to in
Capital in manufacturing, 1906, vestigate the charges made by Presi
$5,800; 1907, $21,150, an increase of dent Moffatt of the Standard Oil Comother
that
nanv of Indiana
corpora
$15,350.
Farming implements, 1906, $10,597; tions besides the Standard were beneficiaries of rebates from the railroads,
1907, $11,558, an increase of $961.
Saloon and office
fixtures, 1906, reported to the court today that Mof- $12,319; 1907, $15,562, an increase of fatt's statement were entirely with- ou founda'tijn.
$3,243.
$10,825;
1907,
Money, 1906, $14,180;
a decrease of $3,355.
EXPEL MORMONS
Watches and clocks, 1906, $4,365;
FROM GERMANY
1907, $3,660, a decrease of $705.
Law and medical books, 1906,
to
1907, $4,156, an increase of Refusal of American Missionaries
$4,066;
in
Them
Result
Heed Warnings
$90.
Being Escorted to Frontier.
Jewelry, 1906, $2,908; 1907, $3,133,
of
$225.
an increase
Dresden, Saxony, Oct. 4. Three
Musical instruments,. 1906, $16,010;
Mormons have been expellAmerican
1907, $16,617, an increase of $607.
Household
goods, 1906, $62,742; ed from Germany as the result of per
sisting, despite final warnings, pro
1907, $63,139, an increase of $397.
their
them from spreading
stock'
in
1906,
of
hibiting
banks,
Shares
$101,580 ; 1907, $152,660, an increase propoganda, in conducting river baptisms and making converts They
$51,080.
were arrested and summarily taken
1907,
1906,
and
none;
alfalfa,
Hay
under guard to the frontier,
of
$395.
395, an increase

INLAND

OF

and Increase the productiveness and power of the nation. The
reclamation of overflow lands and
marshes, both in the Interior and
along the coasts, has already been carried on with admirable results, but In
this field too, scarcely more than a

HERS

OF NATIONAL CONCERN

QUESTION

President Makes Plea For Improvement

$5,200. an

1907,
1906, $2,000;
Automobiles,
none, a decrease of $2,000.
Other property, 1906, none; 1907,
$11,185, an increase of $11,185.
Total valuation, 1906, $3,586,235;
1906,
1907,
$4,052,535.
Exemptions

NO. 199

of Rivers
Value to Commerce Inestimable

States of Mississippi

Valley Would Feel Great Impetus to
Greet Roosevelt in Memphis.

Trade-Thous-

ands

Memphis, Tenn., Oct.

4. Thousands increase tho
carrying of freight from
visitors thronged the the northern part of tho valley to the
streets of Memphis today to do honor Gulf. Throughout the valley the land
to President Roosevelt and tho many Is so fertile as to make the field for
distinguished men who are here to at- the farmer peculiarly attractive; and
tend the second annual convention of where In the west tho climate becomes
Water- dryer we enter upon tho ranching
the Lakes to tho
Gulf
met
at country; while in addition to the prowhich
ways convention
the Auditorium
Rink this morn- ducts of the soil there are also the
ing. President Roosevelt was sched- manufacturers supplied in innumerable
uled to arrive by steamboat from manufacturing centers,
great and
Cairo at 1 p. m. Preparations on an small. Cities of astonishing growth
extensive scale have been made for are found everywhere from the Gulf
his entertainment after delivering his to the Great Lakes, from the Alleghen-ieto the Rockies; most of them beaddress this afternoon. The President
and his immediate party will tonight ing situated on tho great river which
take a special train and start for his flows by our doors or upon some of
Among its numerous
proposed hunt In Louisiana.
navigable tributaries.
the delegates to the convention are New mineral fields are discovered evthe governors of sixteen states, Unit- ery year, and the constantly increased States senators,
representatives, ing use of all the devices of Intensive
noted engineers and prominent men cultivation steadily adds to the profrom all sections of the territory tra- ductive power of the farms.
Rivers Furnish Competition.
versed by the Mississippi river and Its
tributaries.
"Such being the case, and this val
Currf" Guest of President.
ley being literally the heart of the
The steamer Mississippi, with the united States, all that
concerns Its
President aboard, drew alongside the welfare must likewise concern
the
steamer Alton, carrying the governors wnoie country.
Therefore, the Missisat 9:30 o'clock this morning while the sippi river and its
tributaries
President's fleet was still miles above by all means to be utilized to ought
their
of
the
for the

of citizens and

s

Memphis,

purpose

giving

utmost

possibility.

of cheap
President opportunity to invite Gov transportation is anFacility
In our
essential
Goverernor Frantz of Oklahoma and
modern civilization, and we can not
nor Curry of New Mexico on board the afford
any longer to neglect
the
Mississippi.
great highways which nature has pro
"I want the Governor of the terri- vided for us.
These natural highways,
tory that has become a state and the the waterways, can never be monopoGovernor of the territory that is about lized by any
corporation. They beto become a state to ride with me," long to all the
people, and it la in the
'
'
v
said the President
power of no one to take them awav.
The announcement was made on Wherever a
navigable river runs be
the steamer Alton that President side railroads the
problem of regua
Roosevelt will probably issue soon,
the rates on the railroads be
lating
call for a convention to be held in comes far
easier, because river regula
Washington on January 3d, to advo tion is rate
regulation. When the
cate the preservation and conserva water rate
the land rate can not
sinks,
tion of the natural resources of the be
at an excessive height. There
kept
country, including coal, oil,
fore it is of natural Importance to deforests, etc.
velop these streams as highways to
arPresident Roosevelt and party
fullest extent which is genuinely
the
rived, in the harbor at 12:50 o'clock
Year by year transportation
profitable.
landed amid the
and immediately
problems become more acute, and the
and
the
blowing
cheering of people
time has coine when the rivers really
of whistles. The parade was immedifit to serve as arteries of trade should
for
the
ately formed and a start made
water-powe-

r,

be provided with channels
deep
enough to make the investment of the
necessary money profitable to the public.
Relieve Congestion of Traffic.
"The industries developed under the
stimulus of the railroads are for the
most part permanent industries, and
therefore they form the basis for future development. But the railroads
have shown that they alone can not
meet the demands of the country for
transportation, and where this is true
the rivers should begin to supplement
the railroads, to the benefit of both,
by relieviag them of certain of the
less profitable classes of freight. The
more farseelng railroad man, I am
glad to tell you, realize this fact, and
many of them have become earnest
advocates of the improvement of the
Mississippi, so that it may become a
sort of inland seaboard, extending
from the Gulf far into the interior.and
I hope ultimately to the Great Lakes.
of the proposed
An
investigation
deep waterway is
now in progress under an appropria
tion of the last Congress. We shall
await its results with the keenest in
terest. The decision Is obviously of
capital importance to our internal de- velpoment and scarcely less so In re
lation to external commerce.
"While thus tie Improvement of in
land navigation is a vital problem,
there are other questions of no less
consequence connected with our waterways. One of these relates to the
purity of waters used for the supply
of towns and cities, to the prevention
of pollution by manufacturing and other industries, and to the protection of
drainage areas from soil, wash through
forest covering or judicious cultiva
tion. With our constantly increasing
becomes
this question
population
more and more pressing, because the
health and safety of great bodies of
citizens are directly Involved.
Irrigation of Arid Lands.
"Another Important group of ques
tions concerns the irrigation of arid
lands, the prevention of floods, and
the reclamation of swamps. Already
many thousands of homos have been
established in the arid regions, and
the population and wealth of seventeen
States and Territories have been
largely increased through irrigation.
Yet this means oi national develop
soil the riches are great. There are ment is still in its Infancy, and it will
already evident strong tendencies to doubtless long continue to multiply

auditorium.
Upon the arrival there of the Presidential party Governor Patterson welcomed the President on behalf of the
The auditorium
people of Tennessee.
was packed and thousands who could
not gain admittance packed the
streets surrounding the building. The
President spoke in part as follows:
Text of President's Speech.
"Under any circumstances I should
welcome the chance of speaking at
Memphis in the old historic State of
Tennessee, rich in its glorious past
and in the certainty of an even greater
future: but I especially congratulate
myself that I am able to 6peak here
on an occasion like this, when I meet
not only citizens of Tennessee,
but
many of the citizens of Mississippi and
Arkansas and of other states as well;
and when the chief executives of so
many states are gathered to consider
a subject of momentous interest to all.
The Mississippi Valley Is a magnificent empire in size and fertility. It
is better adapted to the development
of Inland navigation than any other
valley in either hemisphere; for there
are 12,000 miles of' waterway now
more or less fully navigable, and the
conditions are so favorable that it will
be easy to increase the extent of navigable waterways to almost any re
Early
quired degree by canalization.
In our industrial history this valley
was the seat of the largest develop
ment of inland navigation in the United States, and perhaps the first steam-boat west of the Allegheniea was built
by a Roosevelt.my great grandfather's
brother, in 1811, for the New Orleans
trade, and in that year made the trip
from Pittsburg to New Orleans, But
from various causes river and canal
transportation declined all over the
United States as the railroad systems
came to their full development. It is
our business to see that the decline Is
not permanent; and it is of interest
to remember that nearly a century ago
President Madison advocated the canalization of the Mississippi.
Great Demand for Transportation.
"The wonderful variety of resources
in different portions of the valley
make the demand for transportation
altogether exceptional. Coal, lumber,
corn, wheat, cotton, cattle on the
surface of the soil and beneath the
,

1

Lakes-to-the-Gu-

good
beginning has yet been made.
Still another fundamentally importaut
quostiou Is that of water power. Its
significance in the future development
of our whole country, and especially
of the West, is but just beginning to
be understood.
The plan of the city
of Los Angeles, for example, to bring
water for its use a distance of nearly 250 miles perhaps the boldest project of the kind In modern times-prom- ises
not only to achieve Its purpose, but In addition to produce a
water power sufficiently valuable to
pay large interest on the Investment
of over $23,000,000.
"Forests are the most effective preventers of floods, especially when they
grow on the higher mountain slopes.
The national forest policy. Inaugurated primarily to mitigate the timber
famine which Is now beginning to be
felt, has been effective also In securing partial control of floods by retardand chocking the erosing the run-of- f
ion of the higher slopes within tho national forests. Still the loss from soil
wash is enormous. It Is computed that
one-fiftof a cubic mile in volume, or
one billion tons in weight of the richest soil matter of the United States,
is annually gathered In storm rivulets,
washed Into the rivers, and borne Into
the sea. The loss to tho farmer Is in
effect a tax greater than all other land
taxes combined, and one yielding absolutely no return. Tho department of
agriculture Is now devising and test-lumeans to check this enormous
waste through improved methods of
agriculture and forest management.
Abuse of Public Lands.
"Our public lands whose highest
use Is to supply homes for our people,
have been and are still being taken In
great quantities by large private owng
is at the
ers, to whom
very best but a secondary motive subordinate to the desire for profit. To
allow the public lands to be worked
by the tenants of rich men for the
profit of the landlords, instead of by
freeholders for the livelihood of their
wives and children, is little less than
a crime against our people and our
institutions. The great central fact
of the public land situation, as the
public lands commission well said, Is
that tbe amount of public land patented by the government to Individuals
is Increasing out of all proportion to
the number of new homes. It Is clear
that our natural
beyond
resources have been and are still being abused, that continued abuse will
destroy them, and that we have at last
reached the forks of the road. We are
face to face with the great fact that
the whole future of the nation is directly at stake in the momentous decision which Is forced upon us. Shall
we continue the waste and destruction
of our national resources, or shall we
conserve them? There Is no other
question of equal gravity now before
the nation.
It Is the plain duty of those of us
who for the moment are responsible
to make Inventory of the natural resources which have been handed down
to us, forecast as well as we may the
needs of the future, and so to handle
the great resources of our prosperity
as not to destroy in advance all hope
for the prosperity of our descendants.
"As I have said elsewhere, the conservatism of natural resources is the
fundamental problem. Unless we solve
that problem It will avail us little to
solve all others. To solve it, the whole
h
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United States Will
Patrol Canadian
Border
is
Investigation Shows 1,600
Brown Men Have Crossed
Frontier in Past 3 Months.
Portland. Ore., Oct., 4. A special
from Belllngham, Wash., says:
"As a result of the Investigations by
Ci. R. Babcock.
special agent of the
United States treasury department,
sent to Vancouver when the
riots occurred, a force of federal officials will be installed at intervening points on the boundary to
keep back scores of Japanese who are
dally crossing the border into the
United States. Babcock was sent to
Vancouver from Washington
to investigate and report on the immigration situation and the result of the
riots. He found that hundreds of Jap
anese had Illegally crossed the inter
national boundary and were continuing to do so. Official figures show six
teen hundred Japanese have come to
tho United States from Vancouver lu
the last threo months."
e

ADVOCATES FAIR
TARIFF ON COTTON

home-makin-

Secretary Strauss Gives Advice

to

Manufacturers in Address Before
National Meeting.

Washington, D. C, Oct., 4. The second and closing day of the national
convention of the Cotton Manufacturers' Association today was marked by
addresses by Secretary Strauss and
Postmaster General Meyer.
Secretary Strauss viewed the history of the cotton Industry of this
country from the beginning. Ho said,
In concluding his address:
"If you build your tariff walls too
high in this country, you will enlarge
and encourage high walls on the other
side, which are known by the name of
are
We
'discriminating duties.'
No
one
foresaw
now.
wall
that
striking
this more clearly than President
and no one has shown the way
more clearly how to overcome the existing and increasing obstacles that
lay In the path of our foreign commerce. He recommended reciprocity
and revised the tariff to meet the
changing conditions In order to gala
our proper share of foreign markets."
y

ADVANCE IN
PRICE OF SALT
The Trust Reaches an Understanding
With Independent Producers ReCommodity.

garding Exported
New York, Oct.
has been

4.

tacit

A

under-standin-

g

between
the International Salt
Company,
known as the Salt Trust and certain
reached

independent manufacturers in regard
task to regulating the future course of the
have market for exported salt, according to
for the a statement made in well informed
made specially responsible
welfare of the several states, and fin quarters, says the Journal of Com
merce today. This action was taken,
ally through, Congress and
It is said, as a consequence of the
higher cost of labor and supplies as
Th Need of Good Laws.
as because of an over production
well
Im
me
'in conclusion, friends, let
Good
The prices have recently been
salt.
of
laws
one
thing.
press upon you
can do much good; Indeed, they are advanced fifty cents to a dollar pe,r
often Indispensable. There is urgent ton.
need that we should have honest and
nation must undertake
through the men whom

the
they

efflcient action by those whose province It is to put the legislation into effect. But there Is infinitely more neeJ
of a high Individual character. The
only permanent way to help any man
is to help him to help himself. To
teach him permanently to depend on
anything save his own powers Is to
do him harm and not good. Let no man
persuade you that laws by themselves,
no matter how necessary and beneficial will make any community happy
and prosperous, or be even the chief
factors in securing such happiness
and prosperity. In the last analysis
the vital factor in each man's effort
to achieve success in life must be his
own character, his own courage and
uprightness and intelligence. In this
audience are many men wno wore ine
gray in the great civil war. In every
audience I have spoken to on this trip
there have been men who have either
fought in the Union or Confederate
Army, and often representatives from
both armies. Now, you men know that
while In time of war there is need of
good generalship, need of good organization, yet the. determining factor in
the 'regiment, the brigade, the army
.is,, and must ever be. "the. individual
character of the individual soldier; his
(Continued

on Pago Eight)

MINERS PERISH IN

.
GAS EXPLOSION

Follows Blowing Up of Ala
bama Collier Many Injured
Rescued.

Cave-i-

n

Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 4. An ex
plosion of gas occurred in mine number 7 of the Tennessee Coal and Rail
road Company at Pratt City this morn
of the roof followed.
ing and a cave-iFour miners, Including the mine boss.
and it is
were caught in the cave-ibelieved they are dead. A number
of injured men were taken out and
removed to local hospitals.
n

n

BUFFALO TO GET
BACK TO NATURE
Herd in New York Zoological Garden
Will Be Taken to Wichita Nation- - ,
al Forest In Oklahoma.
New York, Oct., 4. Frank Bush.the
Western cowboy naturalist, is expected here today to take charge of the
herd of buffalo at the zoological gardens which will be sent to the Wichita
national forest in Oklahoma and kept
in an sight thousand acrt park.
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MEXICAN,

New Mexico's people themselves which
can prevent the speedy realization of
the dream of half a century to be rec
ognlzed as a commonwealth
with Colorado, Texas, Pennsylvania or
New York. The desire for statehood
exists throughout the Territory to a
greater degree than ever, strengthen
ed by recent indignities
that terri
torlal servitude has thrust upon New
Mexico.
Let there be no quarrel over the
means and methods to procure state
hood, especially when these means are
to be pointed so
authoritatively as
will be the case upon Governor Cur
ry's return. Let there be no doubt
about the "square deal;" place implicit
connaence In the President and his
able representative in New MpyIv
Governor George Curry, and support
without equivocation the good work
tnat will be done in Congress by Dele
gaie w. H. Andrews.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.
EDWIN F. COARD, City Editor.

THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

PRINTING

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
$ .20
per week, by carrier
Weekly, per year
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
six months
Weekly,
65
Oally, per month, by mall
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally,

3.75
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
It Is sent to
The New Mexican Is the
ewspaper
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
emong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
oldest n

In New Mexico.

SHOULD WORK TO SECURE SAN
TARIUM.
The people of Santa Fe and espec
not
ially tiie Presbyterians should
adopt the manana policy towards the
location in this city of the sanitarium
which 'the Presbyterian Synod expects
to establish at an early date. With
proper effort and with due liberality
on the part of the property owners
and business men of the Capital City
the location of this institution can be
secured. Santa Fe has the best advant
ages for the well being and the nroner
conducting of such a sanitarium in the
entire Territory and If these are
properly brought before the Synod and
substantiated by a donation of a suit
able tract of land, the New Mexican
believes that this city stands a very
good show for selection. Every public
Institution of the kind helps in manv
respects. In addition the inmates will
derive the greatest possible benefit
from the very beneficial and suitable
climatic conditions existing here. The
subject should not be allowed to rest
but should be thoroughly discussed by
all those Interested that suitable action may be had and the selection of
the sanitarium be finally fixed in this
city.
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VERY

STRENUOUS
TRATION.

ADMINIS-

During the last few years it has
that President
been demonstrated
Roosevelt and every one of the
officers are workers in the truest sense of the word and believe 'n
strenuoslty and iu doing things when
they should be done; they are no believers in the manana policy, but evidently adhere to the idea that what
is worth doing at all is worth doing
well and promptly. The strenuoslty,
the earnestness and the energy that
cab-inat-

e

an American cabinet minister conduct
ing a campaign of personal diplomacy
In a foreign country, bearing assurances of national good will to the
Japanese and removing, as far as
frank, straightforward methods can,
all further cause for irritation between the two countries. After that
Mr. Taft'will jolly the gentle headhunting Tagalogs and other tribes of
Filipinos in the belief that they are
making progress in the ways of civili-fiatiosuch as eating hogs instead of
And
then the genial secretary
dogs.
will set out for a tour of the European
countries with a view to promoting
their peaceful relations with us. If the
effete foreigners can be persuaded that
all Americans are as big as Secretary
Taft they will be apt to think a long
while before fighting the Yankee
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ATTORN
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MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
G. W. PRICH riD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices la all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M,

BENJAMIN M, READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Sfinta Fe,
Office: Sena Block, Pa'.ac Avenue.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.
A. W. POLLARD,
Attorney at Law.

District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.

Deming

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and Dis
trlct Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S,
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M

THE

FIRST JIATIOJIAL
OF SANTA

The oldest banking Institutlo

;FE.

n In New

RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

BAUI

Mexico. Established In 1870.

JOHN H. VAUGHN,

Cashier.

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Presl dent.

Assistant Cashier.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $63,500.

Capital Stock, $150,000.

Transacts a general banking business
money on the most favorable terms on
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds
its customers. Buys and sells domestic

in all its branches.

Loans

all kinds of personal and coland stocks In all markets for

exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as libera! terms as are given by any money, transmitting
and

foreign

agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per ann urn, on six months' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on cons Ignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as it
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully

De-

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law.

Practices

In the District and Su
Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe

preme

THE PALME

PTEL

so characteristic of the president
A. B. RENEHAN,
have to a great extent permeated each
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
and every member of the cabiuet, and
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law
a Specialty.
Office In Catron Block,
hence 'they are all busy and are cerWILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
Santa Fe, N. M.
tainly earning their salaries.
'"
Take for instance the President's
o
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
present tour on the Mississippi and
note how busy he is and how constant
(Late Surveyor General.)
and arduous he labors. Take the secAttorney at Law.
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
retaries of the various departments. AND NOW UNITED .WORK FOR
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Land
a Specialty.
and
Business
Note how they have traveled over the
Mining
STATEHOOD.
is
country recently and how they are do"The assent of three persons
GEORGE B. BARBER,
ing so today and are gaining informaLarge Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
to secure statehood for New
necessary
to
the
and
Law.
Counselor
at
tion and knowledge essential
Attorney
of
Mexico during the coming session
Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
THE NEW MEXICO
proper performance of their importCongress!" said Delegate to Congressat
Practice in the District Court and
ant duties.
Mew
LAW.
W. II. Andrews, a few weeks ago
Commenting upon this state of af- a conference of a number of prominThe New Mexico Anti-Trulaw has Supreme Courts of the Territory.
fairs the Kansas City Journal puts it
Prompt Attention Given to All
ent citizens with Governor George been part of its statutes for seventeen
Business.
in a very readable and interesting way
be
made
It
effective
years.
may
very
at which they urged the calling
IrACOMl? & GABLE, Proprietors.
in an editorial headed, "Strenuous Ex- Curry
into
as
seems
it
the
the
best
convention
by
preserve
of a constitutional
W.
FRANK
and says that probably
CLANCY,
ecutives,"
as
to
a
terests
of
the
and
people
put stop
at as early a date
administration executive
no other . national
Attorney at Law.
before the convening to oppressions by the 'trusts. The bill
but
practicable,
District
for Second Judicial
Attorney
in the history of this country can
was introduced and passed principally
of Congress in December.
District.
with. President Roosevelt
to
S.
compare
efforts
of
Stover
Ellas
are
the
presi owing
"These three personages
Practices in the District Court and
and his cabinet in the manner in
Roosevelt, Speaker Cannon and of Albuquerque, who was a member the
dent
Supreme Court of the Territory:
- of the Council of the 29th
asserted their
which they have
DeleLegislative
Senator Beveridge," continued
individuality in the management of gate Andrews, "ana u rresiuem. Assembly from the county of Berna- also before the United States Supreme
government affairs. The Roosevelt Roosevelt can be persuaded to give nis lillo. There was no opposition to the bill Court in Washington.
to
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
type of strenuousness seems
influence, it is very likely that Speak- then and there as the question of trusts
as
well
as
unique er Cannon and Senator Beveridge will was not very important and had not
be contagious
H. B. HOLT,
national and international
in
yield and withdraw their objections to assumed the acute phase it now posat Law.
'
Attorney
Former administrations were speedy statehood for this Territory." sesses. Its provisions, if properly in
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
a
in
veiled
almost without exception
Thereupon Governor Curry pieageu voked will doubtless prove of great
Practices in the District Courts as
sort of anonymity and appeared to himself to present the case of New benefit to the people of the Sunshine
well as before the Suprom Court of
in
stand aloof and above the people,
Mexico and Its desire for statehood to Territory as long as it remains such. the
Territory.
contrast with the present vogue of the President and to urge him to aspersonality, almost verging upon fa- sist the people in their plea for the
Five speeches, every one of them
MARK B. THOMPSON
full rights of citizenship. How well full of meat, of sound common sense,
miliarity, in executive work.
Attornev-at-Lais he kept his pledge and how well he of true
This week President Roosevelt
of nervy cour- District Attorney,
statesmanship,
Eighth District,
making an informal trip down the succeeded is manifest from the dis age, and delivered in plain, terse,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
New
in
the
Daily
river, investigating the patch published
Mississippi
easily understood English
grammatical
Heated.
Electric Righted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
questions relating to its navigability, Mexican last evening and which an have been made by President Roose- Las duces
New
Mexico
of
Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
the
Department
rubbing elbows in truly democratic nounced that the President
velt in the past five days and they
abide
will
the
promUnited
by
States
and
fashion with the masses,
probabwere not short either. This would be
HARVIE DUVAL,
and
ly fraternizing with the firemen and ise given at Las Vegas years ago
considered by most men, even if eloAttorney at Law.
a
become
to
Mexico
New
will
aid
as
engineers on his boat as heartily
and famed public speakers as a Land, Mining and Corporation Law exquent
though they were all in the same line state.
deal of hard work. It seems dif- clusively. Practice in all the District
There is no doubt that the Presi great
of work. It is likely that the twenty
with the president. He enjoys Courts and Supreme Court. Special
ferent
or more governors of states who will dent discussed further with Governor it and what is more the people enjoy attention to
perfecting titles and or
takto
be
meet him at St. Louis will carry Curry the steps that ought
.
it also.
ganizing and financing land and min
action
to
favorable
en
secure
in
order
with
enough official dignity around
ing properties.
them to save the party from resem- by Congress and to mould public opinOffice, Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
in
been
the
New
Mexican
has
The
of
favor
in
ion
the
enabling
projected
bling a congressional junket or a Misin
statehood
for
the
front
to
rank
fight
souri fishing crowd, but so far as Mr. act. There is more than one detail
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
terms under for the Sunshine Territory for forty-fou- r
Roosevelt is concerned there will be settle both as to the
THE BEST PUCE IN TOWN TO 6ETA 600D MEAL.
and Counsellor at Law.
Attorney
it
will continue
to be admitted
long years and
no more formality or prompt of power which the Territory is
Practices
the
and
District
in
Supreme
of procedure the battle for the sovereignty of the
than he can help. It is doubtful if and as to the method
of the Territory.
, Courts
of New Mexico and for the atpeople
Governor
to
upon
be
Curry
adopted.
a stranger will be able to tell the presNew Mexico.
If You Have Not Taken p Meal at The (Coronado) it
throw tainment of their rights as citizens of Office, Socorro.
ident from any private citizen in the his return in a few days will
Will Pay to Do so Why Not Join These People.,
more light upon the subject and then, this great country until success is
party. It has been a characteristic
CATRON & GORTNER.
achieved. This seems now to be in
of
this
the
be
It
to
Is
people
hoped,
of Mr. Roosevelt whenever he has
cast aside local preju- sight and it does look as If the forty- - Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
left the White House to lay aside the Territory will
Catron Block.
GOOD ROOMS WITH ALL MODERN QONVENIENCES.
differences and politic- seventh star on the flag in the shape
factional
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ceremony which former
oppressive
New Mexico.
new
Santa
Fe
state
the
of
New
of
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to
will
Mexico
at
least
al
long enough
strife,
of
on
tours
observed
their
presidents
demand for statehood and be added by November. 1908.
the country and to conduct himself to united
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
the conveying in Santa Fe
Short orders upon short notice. We cater to the appetites of our
approve
as a simple American gentleman.
Public.
to
draft
convention
Notary
of
back-biterconstitutional
customers.
a
s
The
COME, COME, COME.
knockers and
must
j
Most persons will agree that it is a
Office with the New Mexican Print
which the com- itake a back seat. The
of
law
a
fundamental
and
innopatriotic
very wholesome and refreshing
monwealth need not be ashamed when loyal citizens of the Sunshine Terri ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
vation upon previous customs. It is a
it is presented to Congress and to the tory must work together to obtain the
good thing to see a really big man President
ROMAN L. BACA,
for approval.
boon of statehood during the coming
whose head isn't swelled with power,
Real Estate and Mines.
It must be recog year. The indications
In
the
meanwhile,
are strongly
who can get down among the people
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
nized that Governor Curry is deserv- pointing that they will and that
and see things for himself and there
Office Griffin Bldg., Washington
of
the
the
have
should
support
and
very very small minority opposed tc
is no danger that Roosevelt will miss ing
Santa Fe, N. M.
Ave.,
No
other
people in his administration.
seeing everything that relates to the man. at this time, could have gone to the advance progress and entrance in
to the Union of this territory will cut
business in .hand.
08TEOPATHY.
the President of the United States and a very sorry and
unimportant figure
with
While the president is busy
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
with such force presented the Terri
the question of improving the inland tory's plea for recognition, as Gover
BERGERE 1IISURR1ICE
GOPtPDIlV
Osteopath.
Says the El Paso Herald:
No. 103 Palace Ave.
waterways, at least two members of nor Curry. He possesses the full confair
be
will
"Albuquerque's
the big
his cabinet will be occupied with fidence of the Nation's executive and
Successfully treats acute and chronic
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
other important affairs.
Secretary it was an act of pure patriotism and gest and best ever, and El Pasoans diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultatkm.
Root is down in Mexico, hobnobbing unselfishness on the Governor's part might well get up there to get a few
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Hours:
with the greasers and arranging terms to urge statehood when statehood may pointers."
m.,
p. n. 'Phone 156.
The
New
Mexican
Invites
Santa
the
banana
of permanent peace among the
mean his retirement from the chief
Fe people and those of the northern
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OF PHILADELPHIA,
CONY T. BROWN,
republics of Central America. It is office in the commonwealth, although
of
sections
the
also
to
visit
as
territory
safe to say that "Square Root"
Mining Engineer.
there is no doubt that a grateful peoPurely a Mutua I Insurance Company.
Tils college mates nicknamed him, will ple will reward him with whatever the territorial fair in the Duke City Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
8chool of Mines.
capture the good will of the Mexicans office he may desire under the state next week. They will have a good
pleasant and instructive time.
Socorrc "
and make a thorough job of his states government.
New Mexico.
manlike mission, which Is fraught
It is also very fortunate for New
sentiment is getting
Court Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Temperance
with future benefits alike to the people Mexico that its delegate in Congress
CORBET & 8MYTHE,
"'
of Central America and to the busl possesses the intimate friendship both strong in the solid south and it looks Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
If
as
will
moonshiners
the
Kentucky
ness Interests of this country. Mr. of Speaker Cannon and Senator BevAssaying and General Contracting.
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Root's frank but tactful diplomacy has eridge and if any man outside of the' be a thing of the past and appear in
Santa Fe, N. M.
already captivated the statesmen of President of the United States can magazines only. Even in old Missouri East side Plaza.
counties
South America and if his present un persuade these to drop their opposi- one hundred and fourteen
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
dertaking proves successful, as it tion to New Mexico's ambition it Is have local option laws' and several
doubtless will, he will have accom Delegate Andrews. He has abundant- more counties will soon vote upon the
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
pllshed the splendid task, and one ly demonstrated his ability "to get adoption of such.
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
worthy of the loftiest statesmanship things for his constituency" and it Is
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
,,It is now "Oklahoma will come in." Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
of consolidating all the countries on very likely that he will crown his conthe Western Hemisphere, in a Pan gressional career by securing for the It is more than probable next year at
2a2a.'v&faet'uxx of
HOT TAMALE8.
American unity of friendly sentiment Territory the great and much desired this time It will be "New Mexico will
. T
Eyes Tested and
come in." Here is hoping.
Hot Tamales, Chile Verde, Chile RIGHT PRICES
which cannot fail to have a tremend gift of a liberal enabling act.
ato
the
ous influence ultimately upon
Colorado, Pozole with Cueritos,
Certainly, the stars seem to favor
Fitted by Up-tRIGHT GOOD8
New Mexico's ambition which has surand Chicken Temole are among
It is an admitted fact that real esfairs of the civilized world.
financial men and merchants all the Mexican and Spanish dishes which RIGHT SERVICE
Date Methods
Secretary Taft'a mission, if not so vived the setbacks of fifty years of gal- tate,
solid, is even more showy in character lant but fruitless political warfare and say that quickest and best results are are being served nightly at the
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short order house, The Bon Ton
than Secretary Root's. This week he It will be nothing but lukewarmness obtained by advertising in the "New
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SEIZE ORE SHIPMENT
, TO SATISFY CLAIM

EVER WATCHFUL.

tp recapture him but no truce of him
could be found.
A Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Francisco Luceto, Convict No. 2108
N. M.
was convicted of the larceny of a
Fe Readers From Future Trouble.
Sept., 2IJ, 190
Watch the kidney secretions. See Kansas City Smelting and Refining horne in Stanta Fe County on March
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Company Sues New Mexico
13, 1907, and committed to one year In
Francisco Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M that they have the amber hue of
Mine.
excessive
not
the penitentiary, which sentence he
to
has filed notice of his Intention
health; the discharges
"
is now serving.
make final five-yea- r
proof In support or Infrequent; conutain no
El Paso, Tex., Oct., 4. Nine cars of
of his claim, viz: Homestead
sediment. Doan's Kidney Pills
Entry
No. 7208 made September 2, 1902, for will do this for you. They watch the copper ore shipped from the Torpedo
They Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant, purgative effect exN
SW
SE
Section kidneys and cure them when they're mine, of Organ, from Las Cruces, New
the N
Mexico, and consigned to a smelter perienced by all who use Chamber
13, Township 18 N., Range 3 E., and sicKt
that said proof will be made before Tomas Baca, living on Cerrlllos at Torreou, Mexico, were seized in lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
Marcus C. de Baca, Probate Clerk at, Street, Santa Fe., N. M., says: "Five the yards here by deputy sheriff the healthy condition of the body and
on an attachment issued in mind which thev create makes one
4, years ago Doan's Kidney Pills which Hinckley
Bernalillo, N. M., on November
the
at Ireland's Pharmacy
sequestration brought in the dis feel joyful. Price 25c cents. Samples
1907.
I procured
He names the following witnesses brought me such great relief that I trict court by the Consolidated Kansas free at all drug stores.
to prove his continuous residence up- was pleased to tell people of Santa I e City Smelting and Refining company
what means to employ if they suffer 'against George E. Fitzgerald and ason, and cultivation of the land viz:
BUYING FARMS
the
of
Torpedo mine,
Francisco Duran, of Jemez, N. M.; from backache or any of the troubles .sociatos of
ToMexico
New
and
an,
the
Atchison,
inactive
or
weak
ReIN NEW MEXICO
Benito Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.;
arise from
fugio Armento, of Ferea, N. M.; Jose kidneys. Prior to using Doan's Kid- peka and Santa Fe Railway company.
Five of the cars were in possession Coloradoans Purchase Tracts Under
Maestas y Ruiz, of Perea, N. M.
ney Pills backache was a source of
much annoyance to mo and had been of .1. V. McCoacii of the Mexican CenMANUEL R. OTERO,
Reservoir and Ditch System In
Register. off and on for about three years. tral at the warehouse and four were
Colfax County.
on the transfer tracks
at
Though I was never laid up on ac- standing
Herewith are some bargains offered count of it, I worked just the same the time service was secured by the Special to the New Mexican.
by the New Mexican Printing Com- davs when I did not feel fit or able to. deputy sheriff, wiio took possession of
Springer, N. M Oct., 4 Sales of
property to prevent the ore being land
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the One box of Doan's Kidney Pills
under the reservoir and ditch sys1 ra n
s
iort otl beyond the county
Teritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep lleved me and I was well for six
tem
of
the Farmer's Development
8tlitbound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Misbut hard labor In the minel'"-- the
company, near this town, are pro1
H
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set
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in
the
the
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souri Pleading forms, $3; Missouri brought on a return of the trouble
sales
tmit " accordance with a gressing satisfactorily. Several
Code Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; and this attack, like others that have;l)lallUl
have just been made to experienced
between
plaintiff
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws occurred, was quickly and thoroughly i vt'rl,al agreement
Irrigation farmers of Colorado who
of New Mexico, 1899, 1901, rnd 1903, dispelled by the use of Doan's Kidney aiul Fitzgerald, the latter, representing will
settle here early in the spring.
English and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; Pills. I have no desire to retract any- his associates, companies or corporaA carload of homesoekers
from the
in
of
consideration
that
Flexible-Cover
$10,000
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
thing stated in my original endorse- tion,
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East,
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this
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Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; ment and I would like It understood advanced to the company it would ship
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all
to
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two or more books, $1 each; New Mex that I still as heartily recommend
the reservoir and ditch system
lco Supremo Courts Reports, Nos. 3 Doan's Kidney Pills as when they first liquidate the advancement, the plain- - ;nml
The
" course of construction.
charg-l110"tiff to give credit less smelting
to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Compila- came to my notice."
members of the party were greatly
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freMit.
and
tion Corporation Laws 75c; CompilaFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
l
It is set out' that credits were given ploast.-c- with the soil, the climate and
tion Mining Laws, 50c; jloney's Di- cents. , Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo
of the proposed water supply
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the
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amount
of
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full
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States.
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them will purchase tracts of from
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The New Mexican Printing
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then
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The New Mexican prints the news.
neatness and dispatch.
ed the balance of the $10,000. amount
lug to $5,473.9!). which was then due, Quinsy, Sprains and Swellings Cured.
but that the defendant refused to pay
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
39!
and has since failed and refused to and had the quinsy'. My throat was
New Mexico Military Institute. 119 pay.
swollen so I could hardly breathe. I
was then applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
of
suit,
The
MEXICO.
sequestration
NEW
ROSWELL,
brought against Fitzgerald In the co- it gave me relief in a short time. In
"The West Point of the Southwest."
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for
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STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
for the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct communication will all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico. The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexico.
Willard Is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Map.
For information, cal on or address

I

FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
WILLARD, N. M,

1

2

2
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Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODORE CORRJCK Proprietor.

2

:

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1--

Search Warrant,
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit
required

i

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

g

FIR8T-CXA8-

CARRIAGE8EF VICE

8

7

GOOD SADDLE HOR8E8

$

FINE R108

1-- 4

$30,000 Y. M. C. A.

awHMHuwgamawH!

Reported Hansome Building Is to
Built There By the Santa

r0T

0JQ CALIEfJTE

.

SPRINGS.

N. M.,

Oct.,
Busser.
superintendent of the Santa Fe Y. M.
U A. reading rooms, and Avery Turn
er Seneral manager of the Pecos Val- Hnes- - passed through Clovis In a
private car one day this week.
Mr- Bllsser gave out the information
that the Santa Fe Company will build
a large amusement hall In Clovis. It
will include large reading rooms, a
very extensive library, gymnasium,
bath rooms, bowling alleys, natatorlum
and an auditorium In which there will
be a commodious stage.
The building will be located on the
right-of-wain the vicinity of the depot and Harvey eating house, and will
y

Proprietor.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N JH

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH , Pr opr ieto
ANY QUANTITY

27te Beer of Quality.
FROM A PINT UP.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

t

SANTA FE, N.M.

2

I am Sole Agent in this city for

sheet.

New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 2Cc.
er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, paper, 14c.
Assignment of Mortgage, y2 sheet.
Application for License, Retail Lisheet.
quor License,
Application for License, Game and
General License. 50 in Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish. 100 in Book, 75a
Power of Attorney, 2 sheet.
'Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a Non-reIdent Entryman,
sheet
Application for License, 2 8he6t.
Bill of Salo In Books of 25 Blanks,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet
sheet.
English,
Formula de Enumeraclon, 2 pllego.
Application for Marlage License
sheet.
Spanish,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
plaint, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Bum- ous, 4 sheet.
2
Claimants Testimony,
2

1--

"SCHWABS"
Celebrated Set Price Suits of

$(0.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00
Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetts" Men's
"Best on Earth." Please call and convince yourself. No

Shoes,

trouble to show goods.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

s.

1-- 2

1--

257 San

Take something now and. then to
help the stomach. Kodol will do this.
It Is a combination of natural
and vegetable acids anuV contains the same juices found In a healthy stomach. It Is pleasant to take.
It digests what you eat. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.
dlges-tant- s

Juan Abalos Who Got Awav Four
Years Ago, Bobs Up in Penitentiary
as Francisco Lucero.

1-- 2

1-- 4

2

OR MAILED BY US

M LAIN

Indian aqd

Urn

I'eres

t

Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gema.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
Blankets,

1--

1--

sheet.
Declaration
1-- 2

Kodaks and Photo Supplies.

of Application,

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

sheet.

Final proof,

1-- 2

We make a specialty

of DEVELOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Piomp

sheet.

sheet
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest
2

sheet
Are Juan Abalos who escaped from
the territorial penitentiary four years
Entryman,
sheet.
ago and Francisco Luceto, who was
full
Final Homestead Proof,
sentenced to a term of Imprisonment,
sheet
there last spring one and the same
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
person?
sheet
Assistant Yardmaster Rafael Gomez Amended Location Notice,
sheet
who was former a private in the
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
company of New Mexico Mounted Posheet.
Notice Mining Location,
lice says they are and Is positive in
sheet.
Placer Mining 'Location,
his identification. Mr. Gomez was apof
Bond
recent
to
Title
his
Mining
Property,
present position
pointed
ly and a few days ago while the pris- sheet.
oners and a few days he was struck
sheet
Mining Deed,
sheet.
with the remarkably similarity of
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Lucero to the convict by the name of
Abalos who had made his escape from sheet.
the prison four years previous. Under
closer scrutiny he said he recognized
Cures Biliousness, Sick
Lucero as Abalos.
recto
the
According
penitentiary
Headache, Sour Stomords Juan Abalos, convict 1G07, was
convicted of larceny In Chaves county
ach, Torpid Liver and
on October 31, 1902, and sentenced to
Constipation.
a term of imprisonment of one year,
but escaped from the prison on April
23, 1903. A diligent effort was made

Attention.

Send for Catalogue.
HOWLANO & DEWEY COMPANY,
510 S. Broadway, Lot Angeles, Calif.

1-- 2

2

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

2

1-- 4

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

The New Mexican Printing Company ciaims to do the beaj
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly H
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littls
better than the average does cot claim to be the cheapest in tbs
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the pricv
asked for it, and ibis price is based on accurate knowledge of thi
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com.
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The Nen
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
executed and at Right Prices.

Street

1--

Non-reside-

A CAN

Cisco

1--

2

BATH POWDER
RICE POWDER "
A Perfumed Luxury for the Bath, Best Toilet powder. Antisepticaliy
Softens Hard Water. Better
pure. Relieves sunburn and
""vthan Perfume. 25 baths,
chafing. Best (or
25
25 cents
AT ALL STORES
w baby. --- "5

Fran

1-- 2

ESCAPED CONVICT
BACK IN PRISON

PABST'S BLUE KIBBON

1-- 2

S. E.

-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

1-- 2

Fe.
3.

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE 132.

1-- 2

Clovis,

y

Bar-anc-

sheet,

claimant,

sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,

Be

the world. The efficiency of these waters has been thoroughly tested bv
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis. Rheu-Ilematism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections. Scrofula. Catarrh.
La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
$50
per day; $15 per week;
per
month.
Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all
seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m., the same day cost $30,000.
These buildings are to be erected
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Sanlja Fe to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- for the benefit of the railroad employes, but will also be accessible to
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address.
the public. They are to be built at all
division points on the Santa Fe
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Rio
on
&
Denver
the
Station,
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry .and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.

2

of

1-- 2

Chronic

THE FOOT BOARD.
After using Dr. Laurltzen's Health
rable Malt for a few weeks, you will
awake la the morning with a feeling
that will almost Induce you to jumi
ever the foot board with dellghl
it
tones up the entire system.
H. 3. KAUNE A CO.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phono 38.
OVER

"HOI OY8TERSI HOI"
The first of the season just received
at the only
short order
house, The Bon Ton, where they are
being served to your taste. Call and
be convinced. They handle A. Booth's
New York oysters, which come In
sealed cans.

Keep
public
Have your stationery printed by the paper.
New Mexican Printing Company.
success

your business ever before the
by advertising In your home
A good advertiser always has
in any honest enterprise.

Cleanses th lyttsa

Laxative Fruit Syrup
IRELAND PHARMACY.

thoroughly and dears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

SAAflA FE .NKH
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sional business.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Romero, of lis- tancla, were among tho arrivals to
day In the Capital.
E. G. Abraham, a traveling man of
customers
Albuquerque, Interviewed
today In the Capital.
Dr. W. H. Sawhill of Torrance, who
Is an Inspector in the bureau of animal
industry, arrived in the city today
from Albuquerque.
J. S. Chavez, a fanner In the vicinity of Tusas, llio Arriba county, is
registered at the Normaudie. He came
to town on business.
A. I). Mulford of St. Joseph, MisII souri, traveling representative for a
hardware house, was in the city today
and called on his local customers.
Cecil 13. Pape, an English army ofHe
ficer is a visitor at Las Vegas.
stopped off in the Meadow City while
en route to England from a tour of

MM

r'rv' 3

Mexico.

The new Fall and Winter Samp,
les are in, and we are ready
toshow youthe best line
ever seen in the city

Flanders of Washington, D. C,
connected with the Indian office as a
special agent, spent the day in town
on olflcial business. He registered at
fi.

.1.

the Claire.
John Dee of Mountainair has been
appointed a forest guard in the third
district of the Manzano national forest
which is in charge of Supervisor Hugh
H. Harris.
Peter X. Lienau, chief clerk in the
office of Insurance Commissioner
Chavez, returned last night
from Estancia, where he attended the
Torrance county fair.
Mrs. J. P. Fletcher who has been
visiting for some time in Santa Fe
returned last night to her home in Albuquerque. She was accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. ' Grant Itivenburg,

A

We keep on making Clothes to

order, because men keep on
wanting them. They keep
on wanting them because we make Clothes
to please them

ITCHING TORTURE

IF
We can fit every man, Large or Small, Fat or Thin,
Come and let us show you our swell line thats all.

LITTLE BABY

Head and Face Covered With Awful
Itching Sores and Scabs Would

Scratch

Until

Blood

Carrie-Mo-

ther

Despair for Treatment
Good
Dread Disease
in

NATHAN SALMON.
THE LARGEST

AND MOST

UP-T- O

DATE

Did No

DRY GOODS HODSE IH THE CITY

of All Rinds in
Season.

SKINS ON FIRE

WINTER

sowSet

M'

CW mi

ft

iT

WRY

CO.

FOR

II

Fruits

And Vegetables

r
eqtal
WHITE
HOUSE f. v. BUTTER
COFFEE
w

coffee.

s

1)1

fve fried ffiemaR"

TO CUTICURA
ALMOST IMMEDIATELY

YIELDED

"I was in despair about my baby.
When he was about two months old his
face and head were full of scabs and
very itching sores with terrible running
matter. I had to tie his little hands in
bags for he used to make his face and
head bleed. I had two or three doctors
but they did not do any good. I was
told to try Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment and I can say that they
Btopped the running matter immediately
ana soon after I had washed him twice
he looked almost well, but I used about
three cakes of Cuticura Soap and four
or five boxes of Cuticura Ointment, continuing the treatment for two or throe
months. I also used Cuticura Remedies for my other children and took
Cuticura Resolvent myself to purify my
milk for my baby whom I nursed while
he suffered with that terrible itching
and sores he had. Now I always have
Cuticura Soap and Ointment in the
house handy. 1 shall be glad if you
want to publish this hitter so that other
sufferers will conio to know what good
the Cuticura Remedies can do. Mrs.
Frances Rizzo, 1205 Dickinson St., Philadelphia, Penn., Nov. 8 and 18, l'JUU."

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

lone
gflfie

A

Specialty.

S. E. Cornet PlaW, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

With Torturing, Disfiguring
Eczemas, Rashes,
And other itching, burning, bleeding,
scaly, and crusted skin and scalp humors
are msianiiy relieved,
and speedily cured in
the majority of cases

by warm baths with
to
Cuticura
Soap,
Cleanse the skin, gentle
anointings with Cuticura Ointment, purest
and sweetest of emollients, tosoothe and heal
the skin, and mild doses
of Cuticura Pills to purify the blood.

ot Cuticura Soap 2!ic.).
Cuticura Ointment (50c). Cuticura Itesolvwit
Chocolate
Coated Pills 2oc.
of
torm
in
the
(50c). (or
cure.
Sold
per vial ot 60) 18 often sufficient &toCliera.
Corp.,
throughout the world. Potter Urug
Mosa.
Sole Props., Boston,
air Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases,
A

ntnslc 8Pt conststin!.'

IWOOD-3DAYIS- 7
HARDWARE COMPANY
Phone

Phone

14.

14.

Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Modern Plumbing and
Heating, Mining Supplies

Paints
Oil

Glass
Varnishes
Wood Dyes
Kalsomine
Wallpaper
Brushes

Stoves

Wagon Covers

Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Lawn flowers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors
Window Screens

Iron Pipes and Fittings, Camp Out flta,

Flaking

Tackle,

1903.

FALL
OPENING

careful

wife will always

keepusupplied
with
BALLARD'S
SNOW

AH

LINIMENT

A Positive Cure

For

Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Sores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.

SHE KNOWS.
Mrs. C. II. Eunyon,

Stan-bo-rr-

Tents
Bedsheets
Hammocks
Harness
Saddles
Pumps
Cylinders

Ammunition, Rifles, Shot Guns, Pistols.

the latest and most desirable effects
Dress Goods and Silk Waist Patterns.

in

Date Line of Mens
Youths, Boys and Childrens Clothing at
lowest prices. Our Merchant Tailor-

Also a Complete

y,

Mo. writes: I havo
usocl Snow LI niment and can' t
say enough for it, for Rheu-

Up-t- o-

ing Department is the best
in the city and we

matism and nil pains. It is
the most useful medicine to
have in tho house."

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

CALL

Ja-cob- o

j

INCORPORATED

Attorney EU'ogo Baca of Albuquer
que, has gone to Ilillsboro, 011 profes

ilV

v

ESTABLISHED 18B6.

Ap

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG STORE.

BE

P. O. Box 219.

who will remain in the Duke City
til after the territorial fair.
Rev. Adrian Rabeyrolle, rector of
Guadalupe church, went to Ojo de la
Vaca yesterday to celebrate mass at
tho Catholic church there today in
honor of its patron saint, St. Francis
de Assisl.
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
left yesterday for Las Vegas where In?
vill spend a few days on official busi
ness in connection with the recent encampment there of the New Mexico
National Guard.
E. S. Spindler of Socorro is in Al
buquerque on business with Dr. Mar
ion Imes, chief inspector in New Mexico of the Bureau of animal industry.
Mr. Spindler Is an inspector in charge
of the Socorro district.
Henry Grant, who has been in the
city for several days left this fore
noon for his home at Abiqulu. He
looked after personal business while
Mr. Grant Is in the general
here.
mercantile busines at Abiquiu.
Dr. C. N. Lord will leave tonight for
Ttoswell to attend the meeting of the
New Mexico Dental Board which will
be held in the Pecos Valley town next
He is a
Tuesday and Wednesday.
member of the organization and Alls
un-

For

Half a

Century

the

Phone No. 86.

ing come here on legal business. He
is a guest at the Claire. Mr. Read will
remain until Sunday when he will go
to Albuquerque to attend the territorial fair which begins next week In
the Duke City.
Carl A. Probst, merchant at Abiquiu
passed through the city today en route
from the Cerrlllos mining camp to his
place of residence. Mr. Probst con
ducts a mercantile establishment at
Abiquiu. He was for many years a
resident of Cerrillos, where he still has

property interests.
Professor R. R. Larkin, of Las Veg
as, superintendent of the city schools,
in tho Meadow City, returned to that
town yesterday from MesiUa Park,
where he attended a meeting of '.he
board of regents of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, of which he is a. member.
Officer W. E. Dudley of the Territorial Mounted Police, with headquarters at Albuquerque, who has
been in the city several days, will
leave tonight or tomorrow for Albuquerque, where he goes to attend the
meeting of the grand lodge of Knights
of Pythias of New Mexico. He is
grand chancellor of the order in the

Territory.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Murdock of Chicago spent yesterday and today In Santa Fe. Mr. Murdock had business with
Territorial Engineer V. L. Sullivan,
connected with surveys of the San
Jose river on the Antonio Sedlllo land
grant in Valencia county which grant
was recently purchased by Mr. Murdock and associates and where it is
contemplated to construct extensive
reservoirs and Irrigation ditches.
Will C. Barnes, grazing inspector
in the Bureau of Forestry, and formerly secretary of the Territorial Cat
tle Sanitary Board, has returned to
his headquarters after an Inspection
of the ranges on the Sacramento and
Guadalupe national fores'ts. He reports
that the ranges on the two forest re
serves are in fine condition for the
coming winter and that the stockmen
there are well' satisfied with conditions.

General Manager W. S. Hopewell of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron company reached the. city yesterday from
Taos county, where he has been on
business looking after the cutting of
railroad ties on the Santa Barbara
land grant for the corporation owning
the property. Ties are now being cut
there and hauled to the Rio Grande
and when a sufficient number are assembled they will be floated to Albuquerque, where they will be sold to
the Santa Fe Railway company. Mr.
Hopewell expresses himself as being
satisfied with the work now going on.

RWLES
furniture

Page Sight)

House

in

tne City.

WAGNER
Company,

Iron and Brass Beds, Rattan Goods,
Corner Stands, Just Received.

Kitchen

Cabinets,

and

Book

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306-- 8

San Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phon

'Phone

N.

10.

1

J

When You Want to Buy,
Sell or Exchange

HOUSEHOLD

Keep Busy Until You Find
PRICE $3.00.

S3

I

D. S. LOWITZKI

.Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
of Picture Moulding.

PURE FOOD WHISKEY
Our goods having been bought
in bond-T- he
Pure Food Laws
have not changed any of our
labels.
Phone No.

"THE CLUB."

94.

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
'

Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GEO. S. BLTJIsTT,
:

THE IRELAND

PHESqiPT I0J1

IMI'G-'IR,-.

PHARMACY

$

SPECIALISTS

Your Prescriptions are Filled
Carefully and Accurately by a
Registered Pharmacist.
Phon

on

Goods

Leading Dry

the office of secretary.
District Attorney Alexander Read
arrived in the city last evening, hav-

(Continued

COJVVIJVCED

41

Phone

41
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4,
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
Santa
Knights
conclave
Hall at
Temple
Knights

is

ASa

FOR

Suits That Are
Right

LARGEST

Prepared to Fi Small or Large Orders for Anything in

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any pur
pose whatsoever, you will find ui amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates

valuable papers of any

kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of ur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
papers will be safe In our

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f

OLFELO)

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M,

r

Main Offlos, LAS VEGAS,

P km

quent; the year or years for which
the same are due; the amount of such
taxes, penalties and costs due; the description of the property whereon the
same are due, and the amount of taxes, if. any, due on personal property by

fire-pro-

vault?

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

N. M.

SANTA ROSA, N. M.

N

'

I

TTH1T

OPEN SEASON

rfyxgpjH
,

Jjflg

W,LD

TURKEYS,

MOUNTAIN

QUAIL.
.We are Headqunrl ers. for t juris
and
THE

DELINQUENT TAX LISTS.

obtainable anywhere.

If you have

Cards, are out announcing the engagement of E. E. Veeder of East Las
Vegas and Miss Reba Jackson of
Montgomery, Illinois. The wedding Is
set for October 1C. The groom is a
well known attorney of the Meadow
City.
The Santa Fe Central train arrived
last evening shortly before midnight,
being delayed at Estancia by an engine breakdown. The nlgbt before the
train did not pull into Torrance until
after three o'clock In the morning, also, owing to engine breakdown. All of
the Santa Fe trains were late last evening, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 9 not arriving in Santa Fe until after midnight.
Kennedy siding on the Santa Fe
narrowly escaped being the scene of a
disastrous train wreck on Wednesday,
night. Two freights had received orders to take the siding at Kennedy to
let the east bound California Limited
pass. To save time the two trains ran
in on opposite ends or the siding. How-

Ft In In the head pain anywhere, hat lis cants.
Pain li congestion, pain is blood pressure nothing
elieuiually. At least, so lays Dr. Shoop, and to
prore it he has created a little pink tablet. Tut
tablet called Sr. Shoop'i Headache Tablet-coa- xes
blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect Is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently
though safely, It surely equalises the blood circu(Continued ou Page Eight)
lation.
If you have a headache, it's blood p retime.
If It's painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood
congestion blood pressure. That surely Is a
For Santa Fe County For the Years certainty, for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
1902, 1903, 1905 and 1906 Above
it in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
and Below Sum of $25.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't it get red, and
The last publication was had yesswell, and pain youT Of course it does. It's conterday in the New Mexican Review of gestion, blood
pressure. You'll find it where pain
the delinquent tax lists for the years is always. It's simply Common Sense.
1902, 1903 and 1905. The lists contain
We sell at 36 cents, and cheerfully recommend
the names of the owners of all property upon which the taxes above $25
and below $25 have, become .delin-

OF DEPOSIT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

ON CERTIFICATES

nan

v.MSKTKawmmmim

ever in the darkness they crashed together and several cars of one of the
freights were left on the main line.
The Limited hove into sight at this
moment. By heroic effort the main
line was cleared a few seconds before
the Limited dashed by.

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits

CO,
l,lk,y
WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO
011, IT

Fe Commander
No. 1,
Templar will hold a special
this evening at Masonic
7 o'clock.
The order of the
will be conferred. Visiting
are cordially invited to be

present.

inL

IrJv

II

Ammunition.
WAVERLY.

Washing Machines are good;

I?

you have tried others ami faik.l
don't neglect toTRY THE WAVERLY IT WILL DO THE WORK
wrih less labor than any machine
on

Dr. Shoop's

the market its

reasonable

too!

Headache
Tablets
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

such party.
sold on December 4 to satisfy JudgThe property on which taxes are de- ment
against same.
linquent for the above years will be
The first publication was likewise
had yesterday of the delinquent tax
list for the year 1906 In sums above
$25 'and below ?25.
Papers containing these lists are
GO.
for sale by the New Mexican Printing
Company at 5 cents per copy.

n

8

H.5.KAUHE

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

Try a Pail of

CAPITAL COFFEE
much the largest asset we have 'in our business.

To have our

customers naj to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed '
only

It ii

after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

its

CPTT'7
kja a

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches. Jewelry, Diamonds.

sic

New Breakfast Food

BERRIES

10c a Package
PRICE'S CELERY

LIVERY STABLE
NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furmshed. Rates Riflht.

I Oc

2

FLOUR

AND FBtUX

Those who rave ealt with us don't
hare to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our four and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
ial order at
you should fire us a
once.
'

Sole tAgency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

LEO

FOOD.

HERSCH

Wholesale said Retail Dealers In
'LOUR. HAY. GRAIN. POT ATOES. 8 ALT AND SEEDS.
".HI OL Y EXCLUSIVE ORA',N "OUSE IN SANTA PI, NEW MEXICO.

you

Orders Filled lor Any Amount.
Mail Order
will Receive Prompt Attention.

Phone No. 83.

Mail

EVERYTHING

IN

orders given prompt attention.

HARDWARE

FAY WOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED - HEALTH-RE-SORIN THE SOUTHWEST
T

Phone 38.
Montezuma Avenue.'

Santa Fe, N. M.

G0L0BHD0 BHD CHLIFORHIH
FRUITS OF DLL KINDS

ft CO.

!l.

FEE)

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing but
S

Unexcelled

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER

Any

a Package

'ME
FIRST-CLAS-

is

HENRY
KRICK
Sole Agent for
SODA WATER,
Flavor
Desire.

Cents.

H. S. KAUHE

CLOSSOW
YOU HIT TH1 RIGHT

Out Plumbing Department

The Famous Falstaff Beer

FOOD

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

WILSON'S HEATERS.
Are unequalled as FUEL SAVERS and
HEAT DISPENSERS,
They ARE REASONABLE.
We also sell the excellent AIR BLAST
and BOSS HEATER, and the largest
and best line of Stoves and Ranges in
the City. Also the Torrid Zone Furnace. We can save you money.

And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.

Was 12

CH

$1.00

WHOLE WHEAT

it our guarantee.

C

Per Pail

a great

Every article carries with

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

WEATHER MAN HAS
ANOTHER GUESS COMING.
Rain and colder weather was predicted yesterday by the weather man
and It failed to materialize, so the official prognosticator has another guess
coming. Today's forecast calls for rain
tonight and Saturday with warmer
weather Saturday and in the north
portion tonight. A light frost occurred
here this morning but no damage was
done in conseuence. The temperature
at G o'clock this morning was 38 degrees and the lowest during last night
37 degrees. The maximum temperature yesterday was 65 degrees at 1:05
p. m., and the minimum temperature
41 degrees at midnight, the mean temperature for the day being 53 degrees.
The relative humidity at 6 a. m., was
41 per cent and at 6 p. m. 60 per cent
making an average for the day of 50
per cent.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
'

The only

first-clas- s
in city.
Second to none in Territory.

Four first-clas- s
artists : :
Electrical Baths . . . . 11.50
26
Other Baths
Parlors located Wett Side Pla

W. II. KERR,

Ptoonetoi

WHY DID YOU COME WEST ?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air, see mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
and get food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
There is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the highest mountains of the Rockies on the upper Pecos river; ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
temperature identical with Santa Fe. Its streams swarm with trout
and the woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
The
ranchers, live the life of the west. There are mountain lion, bearg, deer
and wolves for the huuter. There are saddle ponies to be had for the
asking, rooms la a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas, tent
rooms or a cabin if you want it. The days are never dull. You see a
great ranch eand the genuine western life. Fresh milk, butter and egg- sall you can drink and eat. Sleep in blankets at night fish In your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend more than $9 a week if you
tried. Its the place you are looklrg for. Accommodations for both men

The waters of the Springs have proven very beneficial and thor.
oughly efficacious in cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect tonic for
of the human system, body and mind.
the
First class hotel, with modern improvements, at the Springs.
Rooms with bath if required. The greatest of care and attention given
s
s
and to suit. Miles of
to guests and invalids, fable
roads in vicinity of Hotel and Spurings; carriages, buggies and
sadle horses furnished on application.
Climate of the best, especially from September 1st to June 1st
Address for particulars and for circulars.

THOS. C. M'DERMOTT,

s

,

,

and women.

Inquire this

office

or

address THE VAlLEY RANCH, rteoa

first-clas-

first-clas-

Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County, New Mexico.

.

The Weekly New Mexican Review
is published by the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial raining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
Keep your business ever before the news of the week from all points of
public' by advertising in your home the Territory. It is an excellent paper
paper. A good advertiser always has to send to friends In the east. Price
five cents per copy.
N. M. success in any honest enterprise.

The' New Mexican Printing Company is headquarters for engraved
cards de viste in New Mexico. Get
your work done here and you will be
pleased in every particular.

mtmmf mwiaa
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Palace.

J.

M. Murdock and wife, Chicago;
E. B. McArthur, C. J. Dawe, Denver.

Claire.

Hopewell, Albuquerque; L, Lo wen-thai- .
New York; A. C. Chandler, Co
lumbus, Ohio; C. E. Burton.Dowagiac;
A. D. Mulford, St, Joseph, Missouri;
George C. Pichard, Chicago; C. W.
Cramer, Albuquerque; J. J. Burke, Lamar, Colorado; Carl J. Probst, Abiqui.
Normandie.
Cruz Lucero, Albuquerque; W. J.
McCarty, C, H. Cane, Denver; J. S.
Chavez, Tusas; Gus Warren, Topeka,
Kansas; John W. Allison, East Liverpool, Ohio; J. J. Ryan, Atchison, KanJames
sas; F. Danser, Carrizozo;
and
Fort
wife,
Garland,
Young
S.

North Bouud

South Bound
No
1

l3
4
4
ft
B
7

Statloui.

Ml

1

11, 1907.

August

Altl No

Lvt....Mu:tttK...A.rr

tup

"
"
"
"
"

41

p
iti p
p
2Up
4M p
19 p
50 p

2

7,0U0 5 28
4 29
B.OTiO
6.3701 3 38
8,250 3 00
8.175 2 35
6,140 2 13
4,126 12 41
B47r 11 15

Kennedy.... "
Stanley ...
Morlam ... "
Molntoih... "
Kitnnoia.... "

"
Wtllard.... "
Arr .... Torrano . . Lv

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison,' Topeka & Santa Fe RailToway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
TorAt
Fe
&
Railway.
Santa
peka
rance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. I. GRIMSWAW,
and
General Frelsjht
Pastenger Agtnt.

Coronado,

James Cameron,

Globe, Arizona; U.
Viveash, Pecos; B. A. Crumb, Robin
son; Patricio Sena.Las Vegas; Charles
H. Smith, Clay Center, Illinois; H, H.
Westbrook, Letts, Iowa; A. S. Brown,
Waukegan, Illinois; L. May hall, Ra
ton.

s
a

PASSENGER

SCHEDULE

In Effect September 1, 1907.
"
No.

Auto

81

v

Car

Monday
W ed.

"

7loTln7pn7.
a.ro
7 25
7 50

a. in

4 23

p in
.

7

10
j,5 50
5

9 10a.m
9 10 a. ra
9 53
H) 20 a. in

".

55

ft

a.m

p.m.
p. m.
p.m.
p.m.

Bifip.m.
30p.m.

6

1130 a m. 7 00a. ra.
20 p. m. 17 45 a. m

'

47

Ar

60

Ar

VKRMKJO

(

1

Wednesday.
Friday

n"Z

'Z

s,,n.

935a.m.

"Ar

"ff

ra

S'
m

p

Tuesday

p. in.
p. m.

p.m.
345p.m.
sisB.m.
2 40 p.m.
I40p.in.

4.

Thimday
Saturday

Le7ve.....'.

DESMOINEKN

M

MM a. m

Arrive

CAPUL1N VEGAS

II

..

3
42

f,!

20fl.in.

No. 20

"

4,

5 10
4 05
4 05

--

"STATIONS

05

ft

55np.ra.
m

I5 10

Dos

...:;iTco"am:"
U40a.ni

S

;

Moines

Saturday

Arrive

...

...... ....

.CUNNINGHAM
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION

i":

i;;:."

8 45

at

a.m

?2n?'m
'

,,
(Leave

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Uy. train 125, leaving Dawson, N M. at 10:05 a. a.
.Stage for Van Houten, N M.,meeto traiim at I'reston, . ai. N . M.
Connects with Stage to and from Taos and Ellzabeihtown,
Track connection with A. T. &. S. F Ry., at Raton and Preston, with C. & S Ry.
"Cv

Dolly

.... .'.'.'.'.'.lv

iiitf

from

Tuesday
Thursday

.

CIMARRON
PARK

Dully

lit 15 a. m
vam-;;;;;-

Ar.

..CERROsoso

.

Miles

No. 21

iJo'n

r...)

l.v...)

4i

Monday

niOa.

KOtHLfctt

33

CaP

100am
m

l

No3(

Auto

2

J

kofSikkI UNCTION

20
23

SOCIETIES.

f

Dps Moines, and E. P. & S. W

ClmIrronPiN.NM

t

,

,,

OCTOBER

1907.
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(Homestead Entry No. 9378.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

September

MASONIC.

9, 1907

Notice Is hereby given that Jose
D. Gonzales of Rlnconada, N. M., has
Montezuma Lodge, No. filed notice of his Intention to make
1, A. F. & A. M. Regufinal five year proof in support of his
lar communication first claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 9378
Monday of eaca month made May 8, 1906, for the lots 3 and 4,
"3 ot
Masonic Hall at Sec. 20, T. 23 N., R. 10
E., and H. E.
7: so p. m.
No. 11701, made July 3, 1907 for lots
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
6 and 7 Sec. 20, Township 23 N. Range
10 E. and that said proof will be made
XAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
before the Register and Receiver, at
Santa Fe Chapter, No. Santa Fe, N. M., on October 23, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
1, R. A. M.
Reguto
prove his continuous residence upsecond
lar convocation
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
on,
month
of
each
Monday
Gabino Rendon, of Santa Fe, N. M.,
at Masonic Hall at
s
Ezequiel Mestas, of Dixon, N. M
7:30 p. m.
Rubel
N.
of
M.,
Dixon,
Atencio,
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
Salazar, of Dixon, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
Santa Fe Commindery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
is good for little burns and big
Salve
month at Masonic Hal", ,
burns, small scratches or bruises and
7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
ones. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.
big
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.

IP

To-ma-

'

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
Afflicted With Sore Eyes for 33 Years
t 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza.
for thirty-thre- e
years. Thirteen years
Scottish
Rite Masons are corVisiting
ago I became totally blind and was
invited to attend.
Wind for six years. My eyes were bad dially
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
One of my neighbors
ly inflamed.
Venerable Master
insisted upon my trying Chamber
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
lain's Salve and gave mo half a box
of it. To my surprise it healed my
I. O. O. F.
eyes and my sight came back to me.
P. C. Earle, Cynthiana, Ky. ChambeH Santa Fe
Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
Iain's Salve is for sale by all druggists. meets
every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
STRUCK DEAD BY
Visiting brothers welcome.
LIGHTNING BOLT.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
,
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
DAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.
Portales, N. M., Oct., 4. Thomas
Lemay, while walking to meet some
teams and wagons which were
B. P. O. E.
supplies to his claim about
ninety miles wesv of here, a few days
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E.
ago, just before dark, was struck by
holds its regular session on the second
and
killed.
The
lightning
Instantly
bolt struck him on the top of the head and fourth Wednesdays of each month
tore his clothing and shoes into Visiting brothers are invited and wel
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
shreds and scattered the pieces for !ome.
D. SENA, Sec'y- J.
or
in
twenty
thirty feet
every direc.
tion. The body showed a number of
FRATERNAL UNION.
black streaks 'where the lightning had
scorched it.
Santa F6 Lodge, No. 259, Fraterna'
Take DeWitt's Little Early Riser Union of America. Regular meetings
rst and third Mondays in each month
Pills. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.
at 8 o'clock p. ra., Odd Fellows' Hall
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat
SNEAK THIEVES ARE
ers welcome.
BUSY AT SILVER CITY.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Matter.
GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
Silver City, N. M., Oct., 4. Petty --)AVID
GONZALES, Soc'y.
thieves have been rampant here for
a week past. Housebreaking and burg
"BOOTH'S F)lESH OYSTERS."
larizing has been a pastime. The habBlack Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
its of the sufferers from their peculations have been carefully noted, and Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads,
when absent at church, theater or Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
place of business, the thief or thieves Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
have broken Into houses and ransack- Ton Restaurant, where they can cook
ed them at their lesiure.
Thus far Just to your taste.
they have eluded capture.
14th degree,

(Homestead Entry No. 7189.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
August 30, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Panta-leoMontoya, of Gallsteo, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof In support of hi3
Homestead
entry No.
claim, viz:
for the
21,
made
1902,
71S9,
August
section 9, lots 6 and
NW
NE
6, section 4, township 13 N, range 9
E, and that said proof will be made
before register and receiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., on October 11, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Bentura Anaya, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
Ciriaco Anaya, of Gallsteo, N. M.; Antonio Sandoval, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
Abelino Valencia, all of Gallsteo, N.
n

1-- 4

4

M.

bring-bringin-

No.

VnVouSE

Leaves

0
.

!?P-m-

82na.ra

STATIONS

from
Raton

Daily

Duily
Ex. Sun.

Friday.

'

Miles

.

,

FRIDAY,

J. E. Flanders, Washington, D. C;
Alexander Read, TIerra Amarilla; V.
Sunday,

J..v;.1-.i..rw1:..ril.Wiffttj--

Rail-

way Company

Effective

mi.

JML

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fe Central

.'.,

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
inflammation of the bladder. Sold by
Ireland's Pharmacy.
P---

s

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection maae with Automobile
Lin" at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance lor kos-weat 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile 'eave" Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. ra. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torranca Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Rosll

well

$10.

Reserve seata oi

auto-.o-b-

ile

by wire.

J. W. STOCKARJJ,
Manager Automobile Line.
If you take DeWitt's
Kidney and
Bladder Pills you will get prompt relief from backache, weak kidneys, Inflammation of the bladder and urinary
troubles. A week!s treatment for 25
cents. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.

f'l's
Red
denot for following stations in N. M.: Coate, Ponil Park, Rayado andBlack Lakes,
Lakes, Cerro, ElizabethUte Park. N. M., Is depot for following stations In N. M.: Arroyo Seco, Aurora, baiuj
ARTESIA ADVOCATE
and aldez.
own, Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Rod River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining
W. A. GORMAN,
CHANGES HANDS.
VAN
HOUTEN,
J.
'
J. DEDMAN,
Gen. Passenger Agt,
Gen.
and
Vice
Pres.
Mgr.
Superintendent.
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.
RATON. N. M.
Artesia, N. M., Oct., 4 The Artesia
Advocate has been sold by James D.
Whelan to a company of business men
TO
(Homestead Entry No. 7269.)
of this thriving Pecos Valley town and
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
will hereafter be issued by the Artesia
Department of the Interior,
The
Advocate
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
company.
Publishing
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
September 16, 1907. will continue to be . Democratic in
Pueblo is Via the
Notice is hereby given that Julio politics. J. E. Swepston is the new
Roybal of Pecos, N. M., has filed no- manager and Gayle Talbot, former edi
tice of his Intention to make final tor and the founder of the Advocate,
five-yea- r
proof in support of his claim, will handle the editorial and news de
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7269, made partment.
SecOctober 6, 1902, for the SW
17 N., Range 12 E
an Luis valley; also to the
Through the
tion
22,
Township
Daily until October 31, 1907.
and that said proof will be made bea n
country of Colorado.
fore the Register and Receiver, at
For
Accepted in Tourist Sleeper on payment
information
as to rUes, train service, desSanta Fe, N. M., on October 23, 1907.
Pullman fare; also in free chair cars.
criptive literature, etc., call on or address
He names the following witnesses
Through service on fast trains.
to prove his continuous residence upS. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.
F. H. McBRIDE, Agent.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz;
Colo.
Denver,
Santa Fe, N. M.
visit
to
Grand
overs
enable
Canyon
Gonzayou
Stop
Cresencio Roybal, Epifanlo
SECOND
COLONIST
CLASS
Phoenix, Prescott, and many other points.
Simon
Romulo
Viveash,
Roybal,
les,
RATES TO CALIFORNIA
all of Pecos, N. M.
Ask for
On sale daily September 1st to Oc
G. H. DONART, Agent.
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
Santa Fe Southwest
One-waFor anything and everything aDDertainins' to Printino-- or T5inr1inn.
second
Register. tober 31st, 1907.
San Joaquin Valley
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.
class colonist tickets to Los Angeles, call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
San Francisco, San Diego and all
Tourist Leaflet.
LEGAL BLANKS.
other California points en route to the
-

DIRECT ROUTE

Call--

$25.00
forai

I

4

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Joan

f fertile

wJLJaL

y

i

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

Kept in Stock and for Sale by th
Santa Fe New Mexican,
Justice of the Peace Blankt
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 12 sheet
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Justice of "the Peace Blanks
Appearance Bond on Continuance
sheet.
(J. P.),
(District
Bond of Appearance,
Court), 2 sheet.
Auto de Arresto,
plkgo.
Auto de Prision,
pllego.
Warranty Deed, 2 iheet
Heet.
Bond fo" Deed,
Official Bond,
iheet
Bond of Indemnity, 2 iheet.
Poll Bo kk. (or Town lleetloi,
oages, 40c.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet
Oath of School Director, 4 theet.
Certificate of Bjrand,
ihet
of
Certidcate of Apportionment
School Funds, 2 sheet.
District Clerk't Annual Report, 4
1-- 2

'''

1-- 2

'

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 2

2

1--

mmmw

1--

above points; rate $25. Similar
rates to the Northwest. Call and
ure with me.

NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR.
Albuquerque, N. M., October 7th to
12th, 1907.
For the above occasion the. Santa Fe
will sell tickets from Santa Fe to Al
buquerque and return for $3.45. Tick
ets on sale from October 5th to 12th
inclusive. Final return limit on Ml
tickets October 14th, 1907.
American Royal Live Stock Show,
07.
Kansas City, Oct.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Kansas City
and return for $35.75. On sale October
12th to 16th, inclusive. Final return
limit, October 21st, 07.
G. H. DONART,
ACenf A., T. A 8. F. Ry.
h,

--

1-- 4

NEW MEXICAN

ATENT)
(FRAY
PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.

1--

1--

sheet

The Weekly New Mexican Review
by the New Mexican
every Thursday. It
Company
Printing
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It Is an excellent paper
to send to friends In the east. Price
five cents per copy.
Is published

New Mexican Printing
do your Job work
liany
neatness and dispatch.

The

will

Coal Declaratory Statement with
The New Mexican Printing ComPower of ad Attorney,
pany keeps on hand a large assort
ac
In
news.
the
and
lean
blanks are carefully prepared
get
eral Affidavit and Corroborating
cordance with statute and will be
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
in
Reductions
found satisfactory.
of
and
Lease
Bond
who
to
Title
Mining
those
made
are
pur
prices
sheet.
Property,
chase In quantity. Blanks necessary
Forfeiture or Publishing Out oi No
In making homestead entries, or final
sheet.
tice.
proof theron, desert land entries or
sheet
Justlco Quarterly Report
final proof thereon, coal declaratory
1
Homestead Application,
statements and in securing mining
sheet.
claims also kept In stock and for tale
Township Plats, full sheet,
by the New Mexican Printing Comsheet.
Non-min-

low
fig

"BOOTH'S OY8TERS."

The very finest in the land have
Just been received at the Bon Ton
Restaurant. These are the very first
of

the season and can be found only

at this place where they are
In everything. A trial will convince
you.

.

I

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
Cord

AM, KINDS OF BUIXDING MATERIA I,
and Stove Woe d Extra Ely, Cut lo Fit YcurStov

Corrugated Iron, Paints, Oils, Building Paper, Nails and all Kinds
'Building Material.
'

TRANSFER and STORAGE; We Haul
Everything Movabl

Phone 35, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Specialty of Southern Pine Flooring.

3

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bto.,

WHOLESALE GROCER!

1-- 2

1-- 2

4

2

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany Is prepared to. do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who de.
side to have their briefs printed rap
idly and correctly and to present them
to

the Supreme Court now In session

here on time, should call on the Nev
Mexican Printing Company.

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationed
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundris.
PROMPT ATTENTION OIVENMAU
ORDERj
SANTA FE, N.

M.

i

ot

,
FRIDAY,

-

OCTOBER

4,

SANTA

1907.

l.

i

:

'

;

NEW MEXICO

SANTA

T
The

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Amgeies, El Paso and
1,000 business and residence iots, also 25x145 feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
and

70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Eollcr
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for

Belen

5

21-2-

1906.

The average relative
a. m., was 56 per cent;
m., 37 per cent; for the
cent.
The average number

humidity at 6
average 6 p.
month, 46 per
of clear days

bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modern hotel.

er.

Tax or jyuz,

su.3y;

1905, $19.69;
$190.69.

1H04, $4.51;

Total

Quay County

iuj,

ss

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase mcney,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage a
One-thir-

Two-thir-

ds

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

z.&o;

WANTS

1906, $152.56.

Florencio

Martinez,

Tax of 1906, $16.45.
RoSan Miguel County Eugenio
mero, treasurer. Tax of 1902, $10.08;
treasurer.

1905, $2.18;

1906, $935.74.

Total

$948.

TO RENT. Furnished .rooms.
quire at 102 Chapelle Street.

San Juan County W. E. Williams,
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $411.17.
WANTED
Sierra County John C. Plemmons,
R.
J. Palen,
treasurer. Tax of 1905, $2.29; 1906,
Total, $99.68.
Socorro County Jose E. Torres,
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $110.46.
Taos County Nicolas Anaya, treasurer. Tax of 1906, $90.95.
Torrance County Macario Torres,
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $641.46.
Union County S. A. Maestas, treasurer. Tax of 1906, $284.01.
$97.39.

The New Mexican Printing Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
index in front and the fees of Justices
of the peace and constables printed
earnings, in full on the first page. The pages
penitentiary,
are 10
Inches. These books are
$3,984.40.
Chaves County J. Smith Lea, treas- made up in civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
urer. Tax of 1906, $495.06.
Colfax County George J. Pace, with hotn civil and criminal bound in
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $459.41.
To introduce them they
Dona Ana County Oscar Lohman, criminal.
are offered at the following prices:
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $236.72.
$2.75
Eddy County W. H. Merchant, Civil or criminal
treasurer. Tax of 19Uo, $10.07; 1906, Combined civil .and criminal. .. .$4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
$1,315.38. Total $1,325.75.
or 55 cents additional for a
Y.
docket,
Jose
Armijo,
Guadalupe County
combination docket, they will he sent
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $1,040.05.
Grant County Jackson Agee, treas- by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
urer. Tax of 1904, $15.80; 1905, $14.55; full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
1906, $175.96. Total, $206.31.
Lincoln County J. M. Penfield, printed heading Is wanted.
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $182.76.
Mora County Charles U. Strong,
When in need of anything In the
treasurer.. Tax of 1906, u..u4.
printing line, such as wedding cards,
McKinley County Palmer Kettner, Invitations, briefs, call on the New
treasurer. Tax of 1906, $60.39.
Mexican Printing Company, where
Otero County J. C. Dunn, treasur all work Is guaranteed.

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
Bowel

Be prepared

ss

first-cla-

A cook. Apply to
231 Palace avenue.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

In-

General Express Forwarders

Mrs.

TO

FOR SALE Nearly new No. 4 Dens-mor- e
and second hand No. 6
at bargain. Apply Weather Bureau.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Single
and for light housekeeping. 317 San
Francisco St. F. Andrews.
WANTED. A girl to do general
housework in small family. Apply to
Mrs. Max Frost. 252 Palace Avenue.

for such an emergency.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
always be depended upon.
before the Summer is over. Buy it now.
needed
It is almost certain to be

All

Give references

Eclipse Paint

when applying.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargs
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Vejnc
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES, Agent

WANTED. Old established specialty Paint House can use traveling
salesman. Salary and expenses. Must
be able to refer to former employers.

Roswell Automobile Co.

The

& Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.

Mail and Passenger Line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
TIME TABLE ALL LINES. daily, Sunday Included, connection points five hours, meals furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Island and Camp Needmore, free of
charge.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated br
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days in
Compiled According to Schedule
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
of Trains Now In Effect.
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best Known and Best
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Machines for all p urposes on the market.
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all purposes on th
1:40 p. m.
market Address all communication s and inquiries to the
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa
Fe 5:28 p. m.

Roswell Automobile Co

DENVER 6. RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Eastbound 'eaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa

Fe

New Mexic.

Roswell,

4 p. m.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
Branch
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:55 p. m.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
8:25 a. m.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
Lamy.
No. 722 connect with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9,
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. n
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from
y

the east.

morbus.

first-cla-

Town and Improvement Company

for the month are 20; partly cloudy
days,8, and cloudy days, 3.
winds have been
The prevailing
Data Covering a Period of Thirty-Thre- e
from the southeast. The average
Years Month Usually
hourly velocity of the- wind has been
Normal One.
The
miles.
6.2
highest velocity of the
wind was 53 miles per hour from the
The following data covering a southeast on October
21st, 190C.
period of 33 years, have been compiled
from the Weather Bureau records at.
Laxative Cough Syrup is
Santa Fe for the month of Oc- a Kennedy's
sure and prompt remedy for
safe,
tober.
They are issued to show the
and colds and is good for evconditions that have prevailed during coughs
member of the family. Sold by
ery
the month iu question, for the above Ireland's
Pharmacy.
period of years, but must not be construed as a forecast of the weather
TERRITORIAL FUNDS
conditions for the present month.
The mean or normal temperature
MONTH SEPTEMBER
for October Is 50 degrees; the warmest month was that of 1878, with an From Various County Treasurers and
the coldest
average of 55 degrees;
Other Sources Received by Terrimonth was that of 18S0, with an avertorial Treasurer.
age of 4G degrees; the highest temperature was 85 degrees on October
The following public funds have
8, 1878, and the lowest temperature been received by Territorial Treasurwas 13 degrees on October 23, 190C. er J. H. Vaughn for the month of SepThe earliest date on which first "kill- tember:
ing" frost occurred in autumn.Septem-'be- r
From J. W. Raynolds,
25, 1889. Average date on which of the territory, balance due on corfirst "killing" frost occurred in autumn poration filings, $1,790.
October 19; average date on which
Jacobo Chaves, commissioner of inlast "killing" frost occurred in spring, surance, insurance fund, $96.
April 15; the latest date on which last
Marion Littrell, superintendent of.
"killing" frost occurred In spring, May
convicts'
The average precipitation or rain or
melted snow for the month, was 1.07
inches. The average number of days
with precipitation of .01 of an inch or
more, was 5 ; the greatest monthly
precipitation was 4.19 inches in 1881
and the least monthly precipitation
was none, in 1878. The
greatest
amount of precipitation recorded in
any 24 consecutive hours was 1.26
1895.
inches on Ocober
The greatest amount of snowfall recorded in any 24 consecutive hours
(record extending to winter of 1884-8only) was 12.8 inches on October

We need a

gravel.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

OCTOBER WEATHER.

18, 1878.

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

The lot3 offered are iu the center of the city, well
graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

FAST LIMITED

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

BELEN T0WISITE

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

The

ALL

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Old Mexico.

80- -

PAGE 8EVEN

XL

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
of Santa Fe R'y
ay Located on Helen Cat-of- f

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction, of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading

out with broad

f&

The New Mexican Printing Company has the largest, most modern
and best arranged book bindery In the
Southwest Tli- - best kind of work
only turned out Prices very low ani
satisfaction guaranteed. If you havt,
books to bind, whether the largest
ledger or journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company.
The company is anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.
Blank certificates of births and
deaths required to be furnished by
physicians, mldwives, nurses and other
attendants at such occurrences, for
sale at the New Mexican Printing Office. Low rates and it quantities to
celve prompt attention.
A well decorated window makes a
good showing to people taking in the
sights, but advertising your pares in
the New Mexican makes a better
sho ving and atracts more attention.

Rttbfceff

Stamps

WHEN YOU FIND YOUKSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

I

One-lin-

e

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 J inches long

15c

Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-liStamp, over 2$ and not over 3$ inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over 5 inches long. . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
e
35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
lf
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
lf
for one line for each
inch or fraction
ETC.
DATES,
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
and
Dater
:50
in
month, day
Ledger
year
35
Regular line Dater
Defiance Model Band Dater
v 1.50
Wood
1.50
Rubber
Cut.
and
Signatures,
Stamp
1.00
Pearl Check Protector.....
STAMP PADS.
11x2$, 10c; 2x3, 156; 2x3 J, 25c; 2x4J, 35c; 3x6i,
50c; 4x7i, 75c.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
ne

One-lin-

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

eh

Fac-Simi-

le

SELF-INKIN- G

JJE7 FJEXICAJi PRIPTIJIG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

CO.

JAJNTA

Personal Mention.

GROCERS. fHKERS, BUTCHERS
Xo. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone Xo. 4, Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

FRESH MEAT

Fish

Salmon

Beef

Ttifkeys
Hens

Potk

Halibut

Spring Chickens Mutton Sealshipt

Plenty For

Sparc Ribs

Sausage

sa tscMacsasx:

AM81T

)

IS

County Seat of Otero Growing Rapid
Flourishing-Ju-

dge

Mann Popular.

Grazing Inspector Will C. Barnes
Sacramento and Guadalupe
Reserves.

COMPANY

NAVIGATION OF INLAND WATERS
OF NATIONAL CONCERN.
(Continued From Page One.)

Division Superintendent E. J. Gibson
W. E. Dudley, a member of the Ter
Will C. Barnes, grazing
of the Santa Fe Railway and Mrs. Gibinspector for
at
Mounted
ritorial
stationed
ui
Police,
ouumwesc or tne Bureau of Foresson. He la a brother-in-laof the
latter and will be a guest at the Gib- - Alamogordo, and C. II. Haynes, deputy try has just completed an Inspection
sheriff and jailer of Otero county, at of grazing conditions in the SacramenAlamogordo, were in tne city yester- to and Guadalupe forests in southeastday, having brought three convicts to ern New Mexico and win ran.
the territorial penitetiary for confine the possibilities of opening up districts
not now used for
ment.
grazing by having
(Continued from Page Five.)
In talking to a representative of the wells drilled, building tanks and Isstated
that the, suing permits for erecting drift fences.
New Mexican, they
Train report at 3 p. m.:
The town of Alamodordo was doing very The
forestry service Is doing all this
branch train will leove for Lamy at.
nicely and that business was good ana for the stockmen w'thout expense to
1
4:50 o'clock. Santa Fe train No.
is that the population was increasing.
he latter, a fact which should be
30 minutes late, No. 4 on time, No. 7
The country in the vicinity of the
on time, No. 8 six hours late, No. 9,
The Bureau finds fts advisable to
town, especially south of It, is being
two hours and ten minutes late. The settled to a goodly extent and a num
permit drift fences so as to keep
Denver and Rio Grande Is 40 minutes ber of homesteads have been made small owners
within certain hounds
late and the Santa Fe Central 1 hour lately. The homesteaders who came and to
prevent
the mixing of stock
late.
there last year and several other with that of other owners. It will reranchers who have lived in the vicin sult in the national forests being cut
SPLENDID EXHIBIT
ity for sometime, raised very good up into small community pastures for
crops this year. Corn and other cere the cattle men and thus keep the catOF FARM PRODUCTS als have done well and vegetables tle from grazing over the areas
set
have yielded very satisfactory. The asme Dy the sheep and goat men.
At Torrance County Fair Held This
Mr. Barnes finds tho wnrlr irnrv In.
finest of watermelons are raised in
Week at Estancia Pumpkin
this section and without irrigation. terstine: and bv rnnsnri nf ha rat nlncr
Weighing 62 Pounds.
Water for drinking and domestic pur and experience as a stockman is just
can be had in abundance at a me man ior tms important position.
That the Estancia valley has won poses of from
forty to one hundred On October 25, he will go to Washingdepth
derful resources as a farming section
feet and many wells have been dug ton for office work in the Forestry
without the necessity of irrigation has
and windmills put up for the purpose uureau and will be accompanied by
boon amply demonstrated at the Tor
Mrs. BarnfiS who Is
at
of raising water.
nvneont
at
- '
WW
J
UV
rance county fair which has been in
The Institute for the Blind is In very Phoenix, Arizona. He is now at Albuprogress this week at Estancia. The successful
and the super- querque and expects to be in Santa Fe
operation,
exhibit of cereals and vegetables
S.
H. Gill, is do- in the course of a few days.
Professor
suited to the climate and a small per intendent,
work.
splendid
ing
centago of rainfall in particular is a
Sanitar
The American
revelation especially to people who
PUTMAN RESIGNS
and a number
been
ium
has
opened
thought the valley fit only for a
FROM RANGERS
of people have already arrived and are
sheep range for which u was used
institution.
the
nt
care
of
taken
being
previous to the coming of the new
The climate of Alamogordo is consid Retires From Territorial Mounted Posettlers and homeseekers.
ot
lice Force to Become Under-sherif- f
Peter N. Lienau, chief clerk in the ered a very fine one for the cure
of Grant County.
affections.
and
bronchial
lung
office of Insurance Commissioner Ja
Tula- in
mine
B.
Bent
The
George
cobo Chavez, who returned last night
Officer .R. G. Putman, of the Terrifrom Estancia, stated today that the soa canon Is being worked and from
torial
Mounted Police, whose headare
men
to
fifteen
employed
twenty
exhibit of farm products at the coxmare at Silver City, has rebe
Is
quarters
about
mine
The
there.
midway
ty fair there was the finest he had
Insigned his position on the ranger
ever socn. The display not only em tween Tularosa and the Mescalero
and his resignation has been
braced a number of cereals and feed dian Agency. The product Is copper. force,
stuffs but included a large variety of The owners are satisfied with results. accepted by Acting Governor Nathan
Jaffa. Mr. Putman retires from the
There was on exhibit a Both Messrs. Dudley and Haynes
vegetables.
con- mounted police to accept a position
terms
of
in!
the
the
highest
pumpkin weighing sixty-twpounds speak
as chief deputy sheriff in Grant Counand big enough to supply an ordinary duct of the district court by Judge Edty under Sheriff Charles D. Nelson.
of
A.
the
ward
Mann,
presiding judge
family with pumpkin pies for a month
or more. There was also a table beet the Sixth judicial district. The judge Captain Fred Fornoff has not anwhich measured eighteen inches in is held in the highest esteem by every nounced who he will recommend for
one and is considered a very able, Im- appointment as Mr. Putman s succeslength.
member of sor on the ranger force but has sevMr. Lienau in common with others partial and
eral applications under consideration.
bench.
was attracted to an exhibit of several the
unusually large ears of field corn
which had been raised by Mrs. Lud- - BIG INITIATION
WANTED IN TEXAS
wig who has a ranch In the valley
o

DUDR0W & lONTENIE

1907.

4,

ts

U

Oysters

all this week.

DRIFT FENCES ON
ALAMOGORDO
IS PROSPERING
NATIONAL FORESTS
lyLocal Institutions

OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

Minor City Topics.

DEPARTMENT.

Kansas City

Page Four)

W. C. Gaston of Keytesville,
Missouri, la In Albuquerque on a visit to

a

Poultry

From

(Continued

QUALITY ALWAYS
IN OUR

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, K.M.

prowess, his hardihood, his unyielding
resolution, his stern fidelity to duty,
hia capacity to act on his own indi
vidual responsibility when necessary,
and yet to serve over or under or with
others in perfect harmony and obed
ience. It is the character of the man
In the ranks which primarily determines the failure or Buccess of battle
and campaign. In the great civil war
our armies, Northern and Southern
alike, won their high position forever
and all time In the undying regard and
be
admiration of their
cause the average man in the ranks,
the average man who carried saber
or rifle, had this high standard of per
sonal quality. Just as It was In time of
war, so It is now In time of peace. If
a man has not got the right stuff In
him then no law can possibly get it
out of him because It is not there to
get out. All that the law can do is to
punish evil, to encourage what Is good,
and to secure, so far as is possible,
an equality of opportunity for all men
to show their strength of body, mind,
and soul in the hard struggle of life."
fellow-citizen-

EDITOR IS CONVICTED
OF LIBELLING JEROME.

White Plains, N. Y., Oct., 4. Frank
E. Xavier. editor of the Yonkers Herald, was found guilty by a jury of
criminal libel against District Attorney W. T. Jerome. Mr. Xavier was accused of publishing in his paper that
Mr. Jerome had an agreement with
the insurance interests by which they
were to support him for governor If
certain Insurance men were not
CASE

HERSCH-BICKWORT-

REINSTATED ON DOCKET.

The case of Leo Hersch versus Nicholas Bickworth et al which was ordered dismissed In the district court of
Santa Fe county yesterday for want
of prosecution, was reinstated on the
docket this morning. The cause is one
involving something over $100 In
which a judgment was secured some
time ago in Texas and was instituted
here to cover certain real estate.
KANSAS RAILROADS
WITHDRAW

REQUEST.

hard-workin- g

Topeka, Kans., Oct., 4. The Kansas
railroads today withdrew their request
to the state board of railway commissioners to be allowed to charge three
ON SERIOUS CHARGE cents a mile to passengers who failed
IN AlBUQUERQUE
near Estancia.
A card attached received as much
to buy tickets. It Is assumed the railattention as the corn itself. It bore the Some Sixty Candidates Will Ride the "Buck" Orr Now in Jail at Silver City roads intend to take the matter into
Goat in Knights of Columbus on
Awaiting Arrival of Officer With
their own hands and charge three
following inscription: "Grown with
Requisition Papers.
out irrigation, cultivation or perspira
Sunday.
cents regardless.
tion, giving an illustration of how
Word has been received at the headNo.
C41,
Council
God takes care of the Dutch. Mrs.
Albuquerque
All
ANGRY MOB ATTACKS
of the Territorial Mounted
will
quarters
of
exemplify
Columbus,
Knights
Ludwig."
SMALL PARTY OF HINDUS,
A large number of corn stalks meaS' work in three degrees at Elks' hall Police in this city to the effect that
DAY 'PHONE 35 urlng over nine feet were on exhibi in the Duke City Sunday afternoon "Buck" Orr has been arrested at Sil- ' Spokane, Wash., Oct. 4. Routed by
DUDROW S OFFICE BUILDING.
tion and growing wheat and oats of and evening next. A class of about ver City on a warrant Issued in Hale an angry mob, a small party of Hincandidates from various County, Texas, charging him with dus who had found shelter In a cabin
proportionate size. The prizes for the sixty-fivof
the territory will be Initiated horse stealing. He is now confined at Danville, Washington,
best displays of farm products were parts
following
in jail at Silver City awaiting the
nine from Santa Fe.
Avenue
including
Palace
Residence:
(Amado Chaves House), Nights and awarded yesterday.
from Canada, fled before
Upper
their
escape
The new members from this city arrival of an officer from the Lone a shower of missiles last night and
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.
who will do a goat riding stunt on Star State with requisition papers. were soon back across the line.
A
SANTA FE WANTS
this occasion will be Benjamin M. Orr was taken into custody by Officer few shots were fired at the trespassBernard Wood, R. G. Putman of the mounted police ers but none were injured.
TRADE EXCURSION Road, Jose D. Sena. J.Michael
A. Stan- force.
Thomas J. McDonald,
Keefe,
Frank
Carlos
Creamer,
ton,
and
El Paso Chamber of Commerce Should
Legal blanks both English
F. FALLING OFF IN
Edwin
and
Herrera
Guadalupe
Be Urged to Visit Capital City
Spanish for sale by the New MexiCOTTON PRODUCTION. can Printing Company.
Coard.
on Coming Trip.
Following the initiation ceremonies
in honor of
Anthracite Furnace,
Cerrillos Lump,
Washington, Oct. 4. The census
The annual trade excursion of the a banquet will be given
Nicely furnished rooms for rent, 10
in bureau today issued a complete reon
evening
candidates
tho
Monday
St. Suitable prices.
Read
El
of
Chamber
Commerce
Faso
which
Monero Lump,
Smithing Coal,
Alvarado port showing the quantity of cotton
will probably leave El Paso the lat- the main dining room of the
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Anthracite Mixed.
ginned from the growth of 190'i up
ter part of this month or the first of hotel.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

Kinds of Picture Framing

e

I

COAL WOOD

1

November should be extended to Santa Fe by all means. The excursion-i."t- s GOVERNOR CURRY
have already made arrangements
Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue, near A., T. and S. F. Depot.
LOSES HIS BAGGAGE
to visit Estancia Valley points as far
if
as
and
north
Moriarty
properly
Mexico Executive Has Strenuous
urged can no doubt be induced to New
Forced to
In St. Louis
Time
continuei on to the Capital. General
Clothes.
New
Buy
S.
Grimshaw
of
the
B,
Santa
Manager
Fe Central, is anxious to have the
on
A St. Louis dispatch comments
special train come to Santa Fe and
Governor
of
strenuousness
Curry's
the
gives his views in the following
trip to that city as follows:
"The past few days have been al
"October 4, 1907. '
most
as strenuous ones for the New
"Editor of the New Mexican:'
"The El Paso Chamber of Com- Mexico governor as for the President.
merce are planning another trade ex- Governor Curry arrived in St. Louis
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.
cursion this fall and will probably minus his baggage and was forced to
leave El Paso either the very last patronize a local clothing establishof October or the forepart of Novem ment in some haste In order to attend
will
ber. Their itinerary this year will In- a banquet at which he was a guest on
clude a visit to our line, and they the evening of his arrival. He will
tomorrow
propose to go from Torrance as far leave the President's party
north as Moriarty, making stops at or next day in order to hasten back
all of the towns on the line. The to important engagements in New
train will consist of six or seven cars Mexico."
and will be running special.
IT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
"I think that we ought to induce CLAIM HE CASHED
the El Paso Chamber of Commerce
WORTHLESS CHECK
to extend the movement of this train
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
Fe and that we should ento
Santa
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
courage trips of this kind as it brings R. W. McLendon Wanted in Grant
our business men in closer touch
County Is Apprehended at Dawson By Territorial Ranger.
with each other and a great deal of
results.
good
"I hope we can induce this ChamCharged with having uttered a
AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
MEXICAN
of Commerce to come over to San- worthless check, R. W. McLendon was
ber
ELEGANT
STOCK
NAVAJO
PRICES.
OF
COUNTER
BARGAIN
Yours truly,
ta Fe.
arrested yesterday at Dawson by OfBLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
"S. B.
ficer Joseph Napier of the Territorial
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.
"Assistant to President." Mounted Police according to advices
received last night In Santa Fe.
INDIAN
It is alleged that McLendon cashed
THIS IS THE HOUSE FROM WHICH THE GENUINE
FATAL TROLLEY. ACCIDENT
s
AND MEXICAN CURIOS COME.
NARROWLY AVERTED, a check for $100 at the place of
of J. F. Smith,
a retail liquor
Ashtabuke, Oct. 4. Fifteen passes dealer In Silver City, drawn on the exMiss
You
gers on an electric railway car had change bank of Carrlzozo in which it
a narrow escape last night from is claimed to had no funds.
McLendon was formerly a saloonplunging to death from a viaduct to
the river 100 feet below. The pas keeper at Nogal, Lincoln county.
sengers were in a panic and several
CURIO MAN
were injured by flying glass. The car MILLIONAIRE FATALLY HURT
J. S. CANDELARIO,
IN FALL DOWN STAIRS,
was saved by the trolley pole. The
San Francisco 8treet.
Look for Old Cart on Top of Building.
body of the car left the tracks and
Vancouver, Oct., 4. Herbert R. Mora portion hung suspended over the
SKIS
ton, an Australian millionaire, slipped
river.
on the steps of the Vancouver opera
house
last night, and fractured his
the
Have
your stationery printed by
Foj anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
skull. Ho will die.
Mexican
New
Company.
Printing
culi on the Xew Mexican Printing Company,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

WHEN
It

in need of
on Earth try a

1

positively bring results.

to September

25,

ed as half bales. The total number
of active ginneries was 18,152 against
20,416 last year and 21,369 in 1905.
PROMINENT BAPTIST
MINISTER DEAD

When in need of anything in the
printing line, such as wedding cards,
invitations, briefs, call on the New
Mexican Printing Company, where
all work Is guaranteed.

the Place
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
Can't

THE
301-30-

,

(Incorporated.)
Santa Fe, N. M.
i
Corner Water St. and Ca
Open to all licensed physi- care
j clans and devoted to the
and treatment of the sick.
nor
Neither
consumptives
ft those who suffer from contagious
u diseases are admitted.
modern con-Equipped with
veniences and conducted In first
N rlaca manner.
"
Resident physician and trained
nurses in attendance.
$9.00 a week In general ward;
$16.00 upwards In private room.
APPLY FOR TERMS.

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

The Biggest Carlo Store in the Treat

bus-nes-

SMITH

DR.DIJZ'

it ti

IN ROME.

New York, Oct. 4. Advices from
Rome report the death of Reverend
George Boardman Taylor, for thirty- five years president of the Baptist
Mission
Dr. Taylor was
Board.
chaplain to General Stonewall Jackson
in tho Civil war.

1

GRl-urfHA-

was l,r69,977 bales

2,037,283 last year and 2,355,-71In 1905. Round bales were count-

against

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Located
In the beautiful Mesllla Valley, with an ideal climate the year round.

feet. Four hundred acres In cultivation and in large
parade and athletic grounds.
A faculty of 40 instructors. $100,000 In equipment. Military Instruction by an officer of the United 'States Army. Large and comAltitude

3,800

modious Girls' Dormitory and Boys' Club.
Agriculture, Engineering, Domestic Science and General Science
offer full four year courses.

Short courses in Agriculture, Stenogra-

phy and Typewriting, Bookkeeping, and Assaying.
Fall term opens September 3rd. For information

address,

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural

College, N. M.
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